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HSU students who seek to fill Health Center pre- 
scriptions now have to travel off campus and pay 
full price— just one of many changes to the Student 
Health Center this semester. 
The Health Center no longer has an operating 
pharmacy, and both health and counseling services 
have been reduced. Student health fees may be raised 
to compensate for an already strained budget. 
A shortage of pharmacists in the area and the be- 
low-average salary paid by the California State Uni- 
versity system are making it difficult to find a re- 
placement for Wayne Wilson, who resigned from his 
position as pharmacist over the summer. 
“Pharmacists are in very great demand,’ said Re- 
becca Stauffer, the director of student health and 
counseling. “We're searching up and down the West 
Coast.” 
Since the beginning of the semester, the Health 
Center has been writing prescriptions for students, 
who then have to go to an off-campus pharmacy 
and pay full price instead of receiving a student dis- 
count. 
When the center's pharmacy was operating, stu- 
dents were charged for the cost of the prescription as 
well as a small handling fee. 
Tara Murfin, a pharmacy technician at Longs 
Drugs in Arcata, said business has increased at the 
Longs pharmacy, mostly from student prescriptions. 
She said normally business at the pharmacy slows 
down in the fall. 
Stauffer said the Health Center may adopt an in- 
terim solution by contracting with a local pharma- 
cy so students can begin to pay discount prices for 
drugs again. This arrangement would cost the center 
more money than an on-site pharmacy. 
Stauffer said HSU does not offer a competitive 
salary compared to other pharmacies, making it dif- 
ficult to find a replacement. The CSU system pays 
pharmacists about $15 per hour less than the aver- 
age pharmacy. 
In addition, she said the new Target in Eureka is 
hiring pharmacists. 
Stauffer said the Health Center has been writing 
prescriptions with the promise of a free prescription 
Cerena Johnson 
Students eat the cost of Health Center cuts 
once the pharmacy is up and running again, but the 
center cannot afford to continue to do so. 
The Health Center has already been suffering the 
effects of budget cuts. 
“We've gone about as low as we can go and still 
achieve our mandate of providing basic care,’ Stauffer 
said. “We're going to have to [increase student health 
fees] or we're going to have to cut services.” 
She said student health fees provide about 80 per- 
cent of the center's budget and the university’s gen- 
eral fund provides about 20 percent of the budget. 
Stauffer said the center has been told it will continue 
to receive less money from the university. 
“The general fund in general is not doing very 
well,” Stauffer said. 
Currently students pay a health fee of $81 per se- 
mester, which Stauffer said is a little less than the 
cost of one visit. The Health Center received about 
16,000 visits last year. 
After the budget for next year has been projected, 
the Health Center will work with the Student Health 
Advisory Committee to develop a proposed health 
fee increase, which may be implemented next fall. 
Stauffer said she is seeking as much student input 
as possible. 
The Health Center has also increased or added 
fees for certain procedures. 
There is now a $15 charge for X-rays to pay for a 
radiologist interpretation, a cost that was previously 
absorbed by the center. 
The fees for athletic, nursing and scuba physicals 
have been increased from a partial cost of the exami- 
nation to the actual cost. 
In addition, staff positions are being cut. 
A doctor filling a temporary position last year 
was not rehired, and a referral coordinator position 
was not filled after the coordinator resigned last year. 
This year a laboratory technician will retire and the 
position will not be filled. 
Stauffer said Counseling Services has taken more 
severe cuts than Health Services because counseling 
receives all its funding from the general fund and 
none from student fees. 
She said about five years ago there were five staff 
psychologists and now there are two. One of these 




   
 









AS Presents is re-examining its policies and queer advocates are 
asking that future precautions be taken, after a dancehall reggae art- 
ist accused of promoting violent homophobia canceled his HSU per- 
formance. 
Capleton, advertised as “a conscious reggae superstar” by Asso- 
ciated Students Presents cancelled at least four Northern California 
tour dates including an HSU performance scheduled for Oct. 1, fol- 
lowing protests and cancellations nationwide. Capleton’s agent was 
unavailable to confirm whether or not cancellations were related to 
protests. 
AS Presents, a student-run campus music sponsor had called an 
emergency meeting Friday afternoon to discuss how the situation 
would be handled. Capleton informed the group he had cancelled 
just before the meeting. 
Along with HSU, Capleton has cancelled shows at California State 
Universities in San Fransisco, Chico and Sacramento. 
Capleton’s songs contain explicit lyrics such as “Bun di chi chi” 
(“burn the queer” in Jamaican dialect). Other Capleton lyrics include 
“And mi seh bun boogaman! Bun lesbian!” (“And me say burn gay 
man! Burn lesbian!”) and “Yuh nuh want nuh gal, yuh head a roll don 
di street” (You no want no gal—your head roll down the street). 
Women’s Studies Program Leader Kim Berry said she was con- 
cerned when she became aware of the lyrics, which she classified as 
“hate speech.” 
“Hate speech is not something we want student funds to be pro- 
moting,” she said. “Some of the rage in [reggae/dancehall music] is 
part of a critique on imperialism that can be very empowering— 
some of the lyrics are destructive homophobia.” 
Queer HSU students Brooke Rahn, an anthropology senior and 
Kara Randolph, a women’s studies senior, had vowed to protest the 
performance before it was announced Friday that the show was can- 
celled. Both Randolph and Rahn represent Network of Resistance, 
an HSU club promoting student activism, and are members the Elec- 
tronic Legion of Feminist Sound (ELFS), a local DJ network that 
works to raise awareness of political and social issues. 
Rahn and Randolph said students and community members en- 
countered difficulty when first approaching AS 
Presents with their 
complaints, but were 
pleased that the group 
eventually took action 
to try to resolve the issue. 
“When we confronted [AS 
Presents] about these lyrics, 
.their initial stance was unapolo- 
getic and mainly concerned with 
the financial loss if the concert was 
cancelled,” read a statement posted on 
“Sy the ELFS Web site. “We were shocked 
that AS presents was more concerned 
with money then the safety of queer 
students at HSU” 
After speaking at a regular AS 
meeting Monday, Rahn said, “We 
are very pleased with the quick 
action of AS and AS Presents to 
resolve the Capleton issue. We 
are disappointed in the lack of 
communication on behalf of 
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For serious pain relief call 
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from the moment you enter the door. 
We provide both traditional and low force 
Activator chiropractic techniques. 
Most linsurance is accepted Student 
discounts and payment plans are available 
Humboldt Back & 
Neck Pain Center 
1781 Central Ave, McKinleyville, CA 
___ Call 839-6300 
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A futuristic version ¢ <r campus 1s provided by HSU s master plan This map !s a portion of campus in 
which a student services and administration bu 
Photo illustration courtesy of 
  
ding can be seen in the place of Campus Apartments 
Modifications by Tara Apperson 
Campus apts. to be demolished 
Tara Apperson 
Copy Chief 
The Campus Apartments may 
be demolished in as little as three 
years according to HSU's master 
plan. 
Bob Schulz, the administrator 
responsible for the plan said the 
apartments would become the 
“Educational Services Building.” 
Schulz, the director of facili- 
ties management on campus said 
the acquisition of the property in- 
volves receiving funding from the 
state, which he is confident the 
university will obtain. 
Carl Coffey, the vice president 
of administrative affairs, con- 
firmed that HSU intends to own 
the land in the future. “We have 
an agreement option to buy those 
apartments (from the property 
owner), Coffey said, “hopefully 
within the next five or six years.” 
Schulz said the buildings 
might be demolished in as little 
as two to three years as long as 
funding is received from the state. 
The university has asked for $6 
million to purchase the Campus 
 
 




Apartments, as well as the small 
apartment building located on Li- 
brary Circle. The money would 
allow for both structures to be 
torn down, and new structures to 
be built in their places. 
Steven Strombeck, owner of 
Strombeck Properties, purchased 
the apartments in July from for- 
mer owner and Orange County 
resident Brenda Walsh. 
The apartments are unusually 
located on an island of privately 
owned land surrounded by state- 
owned campus land located on 
Laurel Drive. Strombeck was not 
available to comment regarding 
any connection between campus 
apartments and the university 
master plan. 
Benjamin Aradant, the former 
on-site manager under the pre- 
vious owners, said the university 
did not buy it when it was up for 
sale recently because they did not 
have the funding yet. 
Because former owner Walsh 
lived in Southern California, Pro- 
fessional Properties Management 
of Eureka supervised the Campus 
Apartments. Aradant was the on- 
site manager, and occupied one of 
the apartments. When the prop- 
erty was sold, Strombeck hired 
Aradant, but said he was forced to 
fire Aradant due to a shortage of 
work, and staff senority. 
Aradant is still living in the 
apartments, and is currently look- 
ing for new housing and employ- 
ment. 
Strombeck said under previ- 
ous management “maintenance 
was not taken care of” 
Strombeck said he had plans 
to renovate the apartments to “a 
standard we set that we think is 
a little higher than the old own- 
ers had” 
Aradant said he expected the 
university to tear down the ex- 
isting structure because he didn’t 
think the university would want 
to renovate them, as they “do not 
meet [more strict] state codes, 
Privately owned properties do not 
need to meet the handicapped 
accessibility codes as the state 
Aradant said. 
State code says all buildings, 
sidewalks, curbs and related fa- 
cilities constructed in California 
by the use of state, county or mu- 
nicipal funds have to be accessible 
to and useable by individuals with 
disabilities. 
Schulz said the apartments 
are in the middle of the academ- 
ic center of campus, and having a 
place for residence here did not 
fit in with the goals of the master 
plan. 
Strombeck, a Humboldt Coun- 
ty local and involved communi- 
ty member also owns the Mead- 
owbrook Apartments on Samoa 
Blvd., and Woodridge Apart- 
ments on Alliance Rd. In June of 
2002, Strombeck was cited for a 
lead paint violation according to 
the office of the Attorney General 
Web site. 
Strombeck said, “That's a done 
deal, I don’t think I need to dive 
into that.” The office of the At- 
torney General was unable to be 
reached for comment. 
The final draft of HSU’s Master 
Plan was presented in May of this 
year, and can be viewed at www. 
humboldt.edu/~mastplan. It is 
a long-term set of goals the Uni- 
versity has set for its self to com- 
plete within the next 30-40 years, 
but the acquisition of the campus 
apartments is a priority. 
Tara Apperson can be reached 
at tmapp2@hotmail.com 
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Bomb scare shakes up HSU 
Buildings evacuated, quad closed for 
police investigation, bomb dog used 
Ray Aspuria 
Staff writer 
An empty UC quad, police of- 
ficers and yellow police tape on a 
Tuesday afternoon is out of the 
ordinary—but a pair of bomb 
threats isn't exactly everyday ei- 
. ther. 
According to Steven Butler, 
vice president of student affairs, 
two phone calls, one made to 
UPD and another to an uniden- 
tified administrator's office, trig- 
gered a chain reaction that lead to 
the closure of the quad and evac- 
uation of some nearby buildings 
for approximately 20 minutes, be- 
ginning at about 12:30 p.m. 
“The first threat was vague and 
did not indicate the location or 
time,” Butler said. He said inves- 
tigations began as soon as the first 
call was received. 
The second threat was more 
detailed, Butler said. The uniden- 
tified caller indicated a bomb 
would explode on the quad at a 
specific time. 
Butler did not specify what 
time the caller designated, but 
noted that the specified time had 
passed by the time officers had 
closed off the quad. 
Butler added officers were in- 
vestigating a pail or bucket in an 
unspecified location on the quad. 
He said officers were investigating 
the origin of the call, and had pos- 
sibly fingerprinted the area where 
the all had originated. 
“Our job is to make sure [stu- 
dents] are safe,” Butler said. 
Students and faculty were 
evacuated from parts of Nelson 
Hall and Siemens Hall; however 
the Depot, the Bookstore, and the 
parts of Nelson and Siemens Hall 
closest to the quad were not. 
Butler said HSU follows an 
Emergency Response Procedure 
in which school officials assess 
the validity of the call, taking into 
consideration time, place, justifi- 
cation and the possible device to 
be used. 
No suspects were identified 
or apprehended as of press time, 
Tuesday. 
Butler also noted that the 
threats were taken seriously, but 
would not disrupt student's edu- 
cational process. 
“It's not a way to get out of 
class or an exam,” Butler said. “It’s 
very serious. It’s life threatening 
and it’s illegal” 
A Trinidad explosives dog was 
used to investigate buildings sur- 
rounding the quad. 
Ray Aspuria can be reached at 
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a Arcata 
En petits groupes ou en classes 
individuelles, tous niveaux. 
Special group session Oct 5-28: 
eginner: | Wed 6:00 -8:00 p.m. 
ntermediate: Thurs 6:00- 7:30 p.m. 
Advance: Mon 6:00- 7:30 p.m. 
Introduction & Registration Mon Oct 4 
6:30- 7:30 p.m. 
Tel: 822-0528 
Professeur natif-Paris, France   
acoustic.blues@verizon.net 
CANCELED: Singer faces homophobia controversy 
Continued from pg. 3 
AS Presents during the [initial concern] and hoped 
that they would have taken a ‘non-tolerance of ho- 
mophobia’ stance sooner to avoid further conflict.” 
Rahn said she received apologies and positive feed- 
back from AS members after the meeting. 
Political science ju- 
to San Francisco gay rights activists who had strong- 
ly protested. 
“I do not advocate violence or abuse against any- 
one, nor do I support prejudice, bigotry or discrimi- 
nation,” Capleton said in the statement. 
“It bothers me 
nior Randy Mishler, 
AS Presents student 
“Speech can be a powerful agent. Speech 
deeply to hear that 
some of my past lyrics, 
representative, said the which is not sanctioned by our constitu- which I no longer per- 
committee will con- tion is not something that we should al- form in concert, have 
sider making revisions 
to its policies and con- 
tracts regarding musi- 
cians. One suggestion 
made during Friday's 
meeting was a clause 
within a musician's contract that would contend: if 
the artist were to promote sexism, racism homopho- 
bia etc. at any time, HSU could cancel the show 
without incident. 
Mishler was concerned that even with such pro- 
tection, artists might still be able to take legal action 
against the university, claiming freedom of speech 
rights. 
President Rollin Richmond said he was unaware 
of any conflict surrounding the issue Friday, but 
said, “Speech can be a powerful agent. Speech which 
is not sanctioned by our constitution is not some- 
thing we should allow on this campus.” 
Vice President of Student Affairs Steven Butler 
said the administration is most concerned with the 
level of safety and civility on campus. 
“We certainly don’t want to promote anyone dis- 
criminatory or prejudice,” Butler said. “On the other 
hand, we don’t determine content” Butler had not 
viewed Capleton's lyrics. 
After San Francisco human rights organization 
Global Exchange removed Capleton from “Reggae 
in the Park.” the artist issued an apology statement 
low on campus.” 
been interpreted as of- 
fensive to gay and les- 
bian communities,’ the 
Rollin Richmond statement continued. 
HSU President San Francisco me- 
dia reported gay lead- 
ers did not accept the apology, saying it was ineffi- 
cient, and too late. 
In January, Capleton sang songs almost exclu- 
sively about gay men at the Rebel Salute concert to 
a crowd of 30,000 in St. Elizabeth, Jamaica, accord- 
ing to media reports. Capleton also headlined Reg- 
gae on the River in August but did not sing songs 
involving gays. 
Other reggae/dancehall musicians such as Beenie 
Man, Bounty Killer, Elephant Man, Buju Banton, 
Sizzla, T.O.K. & Vybz Kartel have come under fire 
for similar lyrics. 
Artists Cocoa Tea, Rocker-T and Jah Yzer were 
also scheduled to perform with Capleton. 
AS Presents Adviser and Center Arts Coordina- 
tor Michael Moore Jr. said 49 tickets had been sold 
for the performance, 24 of which HSU students pur- 
chased. He noted that the majority of tickets for AS 
Presents events are usually sold within the week pri- 
or to the event. 
Cat Sieh can be reached at 
cms72@humboldt.edu 
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TAKE CONTROL 
OF YOUR ACNE 
WITH FDA APPROVED 
BLUcVU 
One or two Blu-U light treatments per 
week can simplify your skin care routine 
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One day of car-free bliss 
Rory Williams 
Community Editor 
A parade of 34 drum-beating students and fac- 
ulty danced their way from the quad to the emp- 
ty staff parking lot last Wednesday, where music, 
food and car stuffing were waiting to celebrate Ar- 
cata’s second annual Car-Free Day. 
A pack of cyclists kicked the day off with the 
Tour d'Arcata, and HSU’s Alternative Transporta- 
tion Club broke a Guinness world record, cram- 
ming 20 students into a Volkswagen Beetle. 
Beginning art classes created chalk drawings 
on a closed-off portion of B Street and students 
manned clipboards with petitions calling for the 
permanent closure of B Street to auto traffic. Many 
school parking lots were closed as well—all in the 
name of air pollution awareness. 
Renee Stork, president of the Alternative Trans- 
portation Club, said attendance at the festival tri- 
pled since last year—HSU was back to its car- 
packed routine the next day. 
University Police Sergeant Mary Dezern was 
on duty during the event and the days after, di- 
recting traffic and responding to calls. 
“The unfortunate reality [of Car-Free Day] is 
that the long-term effects are minimal,’ Dezern 
said. 
Dezern said the event had a good turnout and 
there was ample parking for those who did drive 
 
Above, members of the Asian Pacific American Student Association (APASA) 
participate in stuffing 20 people into a VW beetle. Participants broke the current car- 
stuffing world record. 
to school, but the next day was the same as usual. 
Dezern recommends alternative forms of 
transportation as opposed to hunting for a park- 
ing space in the morning. 
“If you ride a bike—do it,’ Dezern said. “It 
would make your day less stressful.” 
HSU forestry major Victor Shen, an avid cy- 
clist and volunteer at the Bicycle Learning Cen- 
ter on campus, said that alternative transportation 
should be a routine rather than a one-day effort. 
“You have to change if you are going to do this,” 
Shen said. “The benefits of riding a bike [like] ex- 
ercise and cost, far outweigh the benefits of hav- 
ing a car,’ said Shen, who also participated in Tour 
d’Arcata. 
“Challenge people to a Car-Free Week,’ Shen 
said. 
Stork said this year’s Car-Free Day succeed- 
ed in heightening awareness and that a Car-Free 
Week may happen “much further down the line” 
as awareness of automobile pollution increases. 
“[Automobile pollution] is a tough issue,’ Stork 
said. “It’s hard in this fast paced world for people 
to take an educated look at transportation. 
“There are people between a rock and a hard 
place [regarding transportation] and we try to 
reach out to them,” said Stork 





HEALTH HAZARD: Students pay for cuts 
Continued from pg. 3 
positions has been vacant since 
last October, but Dr. Laura Wil- 
liams will fill it on Oct. 1. Coun- 
seling services also has two post- 
doctoral interns, and a psychiatrist 
comes to the center 4 hours per 
week to see referral students. 
“There aren't enough psychia- 
trists in this community to refer 
people to,” Stauffer said. 
She said counseling services 
PESULCTE SARS ee see ae 
see about 850 students each year. 
Health services is also without 
a health educator, as Bryce Ky- 
burz resigned from that position 
over the summer to move to Col- 
orado. 
Stauffer said the housing de- 
partment has suffered from Ky- 
burz’s absence the most, as he put 
on programs dealing with sexual 
assault, drugs and alcohol for stu- 
dents in the residence halls. 
Stauffer said there are many 
applicants for this position, and it 
will be filled next month. 
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Courtesy of www.my-autographs.htm 
Send in your spring HSU diploma with three proofs of 
purchase, and receive Arnold’s John Hancock. Yup, the 
pen is mightier than the sword. 
  
Now! Exchange Gov. Davis’ 
diploma signature for Arnie’s! 
Nick Tellin 
Staff writer 
Now HSU graduates can get 
Arnold Schwarzenegger's auto- 
graph—for free. 
More than 95 percent of Hum- 
boldt State diplomas handed out 
last Seméster bared the name of 
recalled Gov. Gray Davis, not 
newly elected Arnold Schwar- 
zenegger. 
Recent HSU graduates who 
wish to have their diplomas ex- 
changed free of charge may send 
their original diploma to the reg- 
istrar’s office for a Schwarzeneg- 
ger-signed replacement. 
Native American studies grad- 
uate Lorraine Taggart requested a 
replacement earlier this year. 
“It was a matter of accuracy,’ 
Taggart said. “Gray Davis is not 
our governor.” 
A recall election removed 
Davis from office in Oct. 2003. 
Schwarzenegger officially took of- 
fice in November. 
University Registrar Linda 
Phillips said in an e-mail to Tag- 
gart that HSU decided to use the 
diplomas partly because the elec- 
tion happened shortly before the 
spring 2004 semester ended. 
Phillips also said it would not 
have been economical to throw 
away thousand’s of dollars worth 
of diplomas. More than 1,500 di- 
plomas were awarded last semes- 
ter. 
HSU had a difficult time trying 
to obtain the governor's signature 
“due to government bureaucra- 
cy slowness,” Phillips said, noting 
budget cuts were also a factor. 
HSU is in the process of order- 
ing diploma paper with only the 
university seal and using digitized 
signatures to increase the efficien- 
cy of printing diplomas on cam- 
pus. 
Nick Tellin can be reached at 
nat11@humboldt.edu 
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Need experience? Time off? 
Planning for summer? 
Consider an Internship: 
www. humboldt.edu/~ career> >MonsterTRAK> >Jobs & Internships > > 
enter tracking # or browse options... : 
Career Corner 
  
   Year-round openings 
Starting in Summer __| Various Advocate Interns none : - Starting in January Horticulture Intern infact--grassreots org. | (Boston, MA) Santa Barbara | MonsterTRAK# 102482895 Environmental Interp. ; 
Winter Interns _ , Botanic Garden 
NPS-Rocky Mountain |_| (Santa Barbara, CA) 
Nati | Park , | MonsterTRAK# 102463358 | 
ational Par 
(Estes Park, CO) 
MonsterTRAK# 102458040 
OO ee ee ee eee | 
; 
} 
Environmental Policy Interns | 
| Nel. Council for Science & 
| the Environment 
| (Washington D.C.) 
| MonsterTRAK# 102482900 
* crenata 
| Basecamp Interns 
Deer Hill Expeditions 







MonsterTRAK# | 02479794 
eet RRR Rte eneeeLetecetteteetteatet t teiit nee: tment 
Visit the HSU Career Center 
Questions? 826-3341 
Located in Nelson Hall West, Rm.130     
a Se 
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Flower farm accused of poor ethics 
Protestors picket during Farmers’ Mark 




Marianne Bithell, 40, is concerned about pesticide drift in the Arcata Bottoms. 
  
Jurors deadlocked by a 6-2 vote i 
Rory Williams — 
Community Editor er 
the legality of Humboldt County officials swabbing pepper spray in 
the eyes of non-violent protestors. 
Judge Susan Illston declared a mistrial after the jury voted 6-2 in 
favor of the protestors at the Federal Courthouse in San Francisco. 
Find the complete Nick . The plaintiffs were willing to settle if Humboldt County officials 
Bravo article at stopped the use of pepper spray on non-violent protestors, but the 
www. thejack.org County declined and said that pepper spray was an integral part of 
its regiment. 
Sheriffs deputies used pepper spray in 1997 to persuade protestors 
to dislodge themselves from the metal sleeves they were wearing at 
sit-ins which protested logging of the Headwaters Forest. 
Sit-ins held at Pacific Lumber's office, Republican Congressman 
Frank Riggs’ office and at the logging site all ended with Sheriffs dep- 
uties—accompanied by Eureka Police—dragging Q-tips drenched in 
pepper spray across corners of protestors’ eyes. 
The protestors took Humboldt County to court in 1998 only to 
have jurors deadlocked with a 4-4 decision leading the judge to dis- 
miss the case. 
 
Coverage of the Arcata 
City Council race 2004 
continues next week.     
  




Controversy is in full bloom at 
the Arcata Farmers’ Market. Since 
the market opened in spring, ac- 
tivists have gathered every Satur- 
day to picket the Sun Valley Flo- 
ral Farms flower booth. They are 
protesting SVFF’s labor and farm- 
ing practices. 
“They're Humboldt County's 
own unethical, corporate, toxic 
big business,” said protestor Kim 
Starr of Arcata. 
Starr said she has tracked the 
expansion of SVFF in the Ar- 
cata bottoms over the past 12 
years. She first became concerned 
about Sun Valley’s practices after 
a friend told her of pesticide re- 
et on the Plaza 
“The booth seems to have got- 
ten smaller,” she said. 
Another activist, Marianne 
Bithell, 40, of Arcata, is con- 
cerned that pesticide drift in the 
areas surrounding SVFF is not 
being addressed. 
“My interest would be to see 
(SVFF) make a change,’ said 
Bithell. 
The activists were handing out 
pamphlets titled “What's the Sto- 
ry on Sun Valley Floral Farms?” 
and “What About Poisons and 
Sun Valley Floral Farms?” in ad- 
dition to picketing the SVFF 
booth. The pamphlets alleged la- 
bor violations and pesticide mis- 
use by Sun Valley. The pamphlets 
specifically mentioned the use of 
entry interval viola- 
tions he had witnessed “Their business is built largely 
while applying for a on the backs of immigrant work 
job there. The friend 
was not available for 
contact. 
“Their business is 
built largely on the 




backs of immigrant 
workers and toxins,” said Starr. 
She also said that SVFF harms 
Humboldt’s small business com- 
munity by undercutting the pric- 
es of local growers. 
Starr said that the communi- 
ty’s response to the protest has 
been positive. 
methyl bromide, a gaseous fu- 
migant used to treat soil before 
planting crops. Methyl bromide, 
sometimes called bromomethane, 
is highly toxic and strictly regulat- 
ed by the California Department 
see SVFF, pg. 12 
Pepper Spray case ends in mistrial 
n favor of the activists    
Courtroom graphic courtesy of K. Rudin 
and nopepperspray.org 
Footage of non-violent protestors being swabbed with 
pepper spray by Humboldt County Sheriffs deputies was 
originally recorded by Eureka Police. The plaintiffs have 
















   
  




Directors at St. Joseph 
Tyson Ritter 
Staff writer 
Every day we find that in most 
cases size doesn’t matter. St. Jo- 
seph Hospital in Eureka is anoth- 
er excellent example. 
St. Joseph Hospital has been 
honored with four nominations 
for a prestigious award honor- 
ing excellence in health care. Of 
those four, Lisa Shirk, Rehabilita- 
passionate about patients 
in the community, personal com- 
mitment, enthusiasm and passion 
toward work, services, financial 
and budgetary performance of the 
program, goal setting and medi- 
cal staff relations, just to name a 
few. 
“When I think that out of all 
rehab programs in the country, St. 
Joseph Hospital's is being recog- 
nized in two top categories, I can’t 
tion Program Di- 
rector, and Thom- 
as Krenal, M.D. 
Medical Director, 
have emerged as 
finalists. 
“It’s really an 
honor to be nom 
inated,” said Kre- 
nal. “Then to be 
: come finalists 
demonstrates our 
measure of team- 
work and our rela- 
tionship and com- 















   
    
help but get ex- 
cited and proud 
of the overall 
program and the 
work we're do- 





tion’s are the 
passionate work 
ers at St. Joseph 
Hospital. 
“The staff 
here really cares 




serve.” Rehabilitation Program —itients’ —envi- 
provided by Hori- 
zon Health, a na- 
tionwide management company 
that manages hospitals, rehabili- 
tation facilities, and mental health 
facilities. Horizon Health has 
awarded St. Josephs Hospital in 
: the past for program director of 
the year, outstanding customer 
service, and rehab program of the 
year, which is nominated again 
this year. Horizon has managed 
] rehabilitation facility that both 
| Shirk, and Krenal work for since 
, 1987. 
“When a person comes to re- 
hab, something devastating has 
happened to that,” said Shirk. 
“In order for us to know wheth- 
er we're meeting their goals we 
measure everything.” That infor- 
mation, along with patient input 
is recorded by every rehab facil- 
ity and is compared nationwide. 
One of the reasons St Joseph hos- 
pitals rehab unit is nominated is 
because they have better func- 
tional output. 
In addition to program statis- 
tics, committee members at Ho- 
rizon Health look for leadership 
The award is Director Lisa Shirk is 
nominated for excellence. Shirk. 
ronment,” — said 
“There's 
a shared sense 
of responsibility. | don’t just de- 
cide what to do—the staff pro- 
vides a lot of input.” 
Other qualities that make St. 
Joseph Hospital unique is that at 
any given time there are more 
than 200 volunteers, includ- 
ing many patients from the re- 
hab unit, who return to visit and 
help out. Families are welcome to 
be there at all times, even if that 
means pets, provided they're well 
behaved. There are many differ- 
ent therapies including music, 
painting, photography, or simply 
whatever makes the patient. 
The winners of the national fi- 
nalists will be announced at the 
annual awards dinner in Dallas 
on Oct. 2, 2004. 
“We in our little isolated set- 
ting, we measure up, and we 
compare favorably to other to 
other rehab units in the country,” 
said Shirk. “So what we're doing 
is just as good if not better then 
the rest of the nation.” 
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HSU and library combine 




Once a month two student 
groups from Humboldt State Uni- 
versity’s American Sign Language 
II class read a story through sign 
at the Eureka Library. They teach 
young children signs for animals, 
the alphabet or colors. After they 
finnish the book, they set out a 
craft project that goes along with 
the theme of the story. 
Tyler Pierce, Danny Moito- 
so, and Amanda Green presented 
“Brown Bear, Brown Bear what 
do you see” Their craft project 
was a brown-paper-bag puppet of 
a brown bear that children could 
color. The second group, Karen 
Santos, Ellen Gardner and Mary 
Corcoran signed out “The Three 
Little Pigs” and had little pink 
pigs for children to decorate as 
they wanted. 
“It's a lot different than oth- 
er school projects,” Tyler Pierce 
said. 
Erin Poma, a teaching assis- 
tant, participated last spring when 
the project first started. 
“It helps the community by ex- 
DEADLOCK: 
Plaintiffs wait for 
round 3 
Continued from pg. 8° 
The retrial, “Lundberg et al. vs. 
County of Humboldt et al..” was 
granted to the protestors by the 
US. 9th Circuit Court of Appeals 
after waiting for nearly six years. 
Now the plaintiffs are awaiting 
the next trial, hopeful that it will 
not end up similar to the last two. 
“Civil rights in this country 
today are an endangered species 
just like the ancient redwoods we 
aim to protect,’ Spring Lundberg, 
24, a plaintiff and namesake of the 
trial, said in a press release. 
“This jury came back 6-2 in 
our favor this time. Next time we 
will win.” 




   WEAR A LIFE JACKET 
 
The class has the 
learning service as- 
pect in it so students 
can go out into the 
community and 
use what they have 
been learning in 
class. Every semes- 
ter the ASL II class 
has this assignment 
as a requirement. 
Last spring a grant 
was received to help 
pay for some of the 
start-up costs to get 
this project up and 
running. A lot of the 
money went to vid- 
eos for the library 
and some went to 
the cost of supplies 
for the crafts. 
“It's very reward- 
ing to see a smile on 
Danny Moitoso reads “Brown Bear, Brown Bear what do you see,” 2h os Oa ” 
while Amanda Green presents the story in sign language. Tyler 8 . ; B 
Pierce is lending his support. JoAnn auer, 
who works in the 
posing people to sign language Vonnie Pfingston who teach- children’s section of the library, 
and hopefully sparking interest in es the ASL II class said, “It's real- said, “The children really enjoy 
the deaf community and deaf cul- _ly nice to see the library and the the stories and what is going on.” 
ture,” Poma said. school come together like this.” 
  
Nicholas Petros 
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ing project that is currently going 
on at the Eureka Library. There 
are a couple of different themed 
“It’s very rewarding to 
see a smile on a child’s 
face.” 
Vonnie Pfingston 
Professor at HSU 
story times at the library includ- 
ing bilingual, where stories are 
told in multiple languages. There 
are also stories that are geared to 
ages nine months to three years. 
“We would love to have more 
people from the deaf community 
turn out,” Bauer said. 
Oct. 23 will be the next signed 
story time at 1:30 p.m. in the Eu- 
reka Library. The stories that will 
be signed will be The Very Hun- 
gry Caterpillar, Rainbow Fish, 
_ and Where the Wild Things Are. 
Nicholas Petros can be reached 
at 
irish_combustion@yahoo.com 
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SVFF: CEO says allegations are false 
Continued from pg. 8 
of Pesticide Regulation. Most im- 
porting and production of methyl 
bromide must end in the US. by 
January 1, 2005, under the Feder- 
al Clean Air Act. 
“Sun Valley hasn't used methyl 
bromide in four or five years,’ said 
Paul Holzberger, senior inspector 
for the Humboldt County Agri- 
cultural Commissioner's Office, 
“And they have had no violations 
in recent history: 
Holzberger said there had 
been very few complaints of any 
kind of pesticide drift from SVFF. 
He did acknowledge that the Ag- 
ricultural Commissioner's office 
had received a complaint a cou- 
ple of weeks ago regarding possi- 
ble pesticide drift from Sun Val- 
ley. Holzberger said the airborne 
substance was lime, the same type 
used to line baseball fields. Lime 
is used in agriculture as a soil ad- 
ditive to lower acidity and to add 
nutrients that contain magne- 
sium and calcium. He said SVFF 
was working with the Agricultur- 
al Commissioner's office to rectify 
the situation. 
Holzberger said he couldn't 
believe the allegations of labor vi- 
olations made in the pamphlets 




Pesticide drift occurs 
when wind causes 
chemicals, applied 
with a sprayer, to 
drift away from the 
intended targets. 





and air mosture 
levels.      
[COMMUNITY]  
“Sun Valley has a very effec- 
tive worker protection program,” 
he said, “Anyone with the slightest DeVries said he believes in 
not true,’ said DeVries. “Honestly, 
it hurts me” 
“These allegations are just plain not true...honestly, 
it hurts me.” 
injury or rash is taken right over 
to Mad River Hospital.” 
If the admitting physician or 
nurse practitioner suspects that 
an ailment may be due to pesti- 
cide exposure they are required 
by law to submit an illness report. 
Holzberger is responsible for in- 
vestigating such reports. He stat- 
ed that everyone working with 
pesticides was specifically trained 
and that Sun Valley correctly ob- 
served the recommended re-en- 
try intervals for pesticide appli- 
cations, sometimes extending the 
intervals on their own. 
Leendert “Lane” DeVries, pres- 
ident and CEO of The Sun Valley 
Group, said the protestors are try- 
ing to seat fear in some form or 
shape in the community and that 
the activists’ claims were “sensa- 
tionalist.” 
“These allegations are just plain 
Leendert “Lane” De Vries 
President and CEO of The Sun Valley Group 
building a business on solid prin- 
ciples and treating the employ- 
ees, which he referred to as “team 
members, with respect. He con- 
firms that Sun Valley quit using 
methyl! bromide six years ago and 
doesn’t understand the activists’ 
claims that he is forcing smaller 
growers out of business. DeVries 
said he had a meeting with other 
local growers some time ago and 
agreed to stop producing certain 
varieties of flowers to allow oth- 
er businesses to survive. DeVries 
said he has paid little attention 
to the protest, but the activists 
were “tenacious” and that busi- 
ness at the Farmer's Market booth 
is down. 
“Our customers are being ha- 
rassed, (activists) even came in- 
side the booth,” DeVries said, “It 
has affected the businesses on ei- 
ther side of the booth.” 
WWW.THEJACK.ORG 
He said that the surrounding 
booths at the Farmer's Market 
protested the protestors a couple 
weeks ago. DeVries says a sheet 
was hung in front of the protest 
area, effectively blocking the ac- 
tivists’ from view. 
Starr said neighboring booths 
did hang a sheet in front of her 
and the other activists, but that 
Arcata police ordered them to re- 
move it. She explained that it was 
a violation of her First Amend- 
ment right to free speech. Starr 
said she believes that it is impor- 
tant to look into numbers and sci- 
ence but that only a person can 
say they are sick or hurt. 
She said she hopes that people 
are comforted and empowered to 
know that they are not alone. 
“If the community could pull 
together we could create jobs that 
don’t destroy our bodies and our 
environment and it would em- 
power all of us,” Starr said. 
DeVries said he is more than 
willing to meet with the activists 
and work toward a resolution. 
“I would love to sit down with 
these people,” he said, “Pick up 
the phone and give me a call.’ 
Sarah Lewers can bereached at 
smi27@humboldt.edu 
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Capleton, a dancehall reggae artist whose songs include anti-gay 
lyrics, was scheduled to play in the Kate Buchanan Room this Fri- 
day—the show was canceled. 
Queer groups on campus planned to protest the show and com- 
plained to Associated Students Presents, the organization respon- 
sible for booking Capleton, who canceled before AS Presents had 
reached a decision whether or not to allow him to perform. And 
we're glad. 
Yes, the First Amendment grants Capleton the right to say what 
he wants. Freedom of speech should always be fostered on campus. 
We encourage lecturers and performers with a diversity of view- 
points and perspectives. 
However there is a difference, for example, between an anti- 
Bush singer who offends Republicans’ political beliefs, and a singer 
who blatantly calls for violence against a specific group of people. 
Not that controversy is always bad, but it’s taking things too far 
when a campus program funds a performer who openly opposes 
the sexual orientation of a sizable population of HSU students. 
Capleton has said he does not promote abuse against gays. But 
it’s hard to ignore the title of his song “Bun Out Di Chi Chi” (burn 
out the queer) and many other openly hateful songs. 
Considering that our university claims to be all about diversity 
and tolerance, it’s surprising that Capleton was even considered for 
a performance, let alone booked. 
The HSU Web site claims that the university “attracts students 
who are driven to improve society” and that the campus is “dedi- 
cated to excellence and ethical behavior in all endeavors.” 
Students are expected to improve society, but on-campus per- 
formefts aren't held to the same standards. 
HSU should strive to encourage tolerance, not condemn it. 
Part of AS Presents’ mission statement is to “assist in the protec- 
tion of the rights and interests of the individual students and the 
student body.” It is AS Presents’ responsibility to take the proper 
actions to ensure artists brought to campus do not threaten stu- 
dents because of their sexual preferences or for any other reason 
ever again. 
Send letters to the editor 
to thejack@humboldt.edu 







LETTERS TO THE EDITOR 
Impeach leader who ignores law 
Dear Editor, 
WHEN WILL WEIMPEACH? 
We are told the US is a nation of 
laws, not of whimsical men. Our- 
Constitution requires that only 
Congress declare war. Our fram- 
ers, fearing Monarchy, chose to 
not give that power to the execu- 
tive. 
The Constitution also requires 
the US to uphold internation- 
al law. Planning, preparing, ini- 
tiating, and waging wars against 
peace are considered SUPREME 
international crimes by Nurem- 
berg, and thereforeprohibited by 
our own Constitution. 
US wars against Afghanistan 
and Iraq, as well Vietnam and 
other victims of US history, have 
been lawless and unconstitution- 
al, ie., not declared by Congress 
and not related to our legitimate 
defense. Further, the US often 
commits egregious war crimes 
such as killing civilians, destroy- 
ing civilian infrastructure, and 
arbitrarily rounding up and tor- 
turing people.When will this im- 
punity stop? Are any of us safe 
from the arbitrary conduct of our 
whimsical rulers if they can so 
easily get away with murder and 
maiming, and detention and tor- 
ture without due process? 
Our Constitution offers the 
nonpartisan mechanism of im- 
peaching government officials 
who take the law in their own 
hands. Our local elected lead- 
ers take an oath to uphold the 
Constitution. That oath becomes 
meaningless when it is so easily 
violated and held in contempt by 
national political officials. 
I urge our locally elected bod- 
ies to demand impeachment of 
federal officials who have com- 
mitted “high crimes and misde- 
meanors.” Only when popular re- 
volts from the base are sufficiently 
emboldened to enforce account- 
ability will we be able to declare 
that we live in a constitutional de- 
mocracy. 
S. Brian Willson, J.D., 
Arcata Vietnam veteran 
Bohn running for Calpine project 
Dear Editor, 
An amazingly revealing inter- 
view with Eureka Fourth Dis- 
trict candidate Rex Bohn was in 
your recent issue. Bohn certain- 
ly does know “how dirty politics 
can be”. 
When he talks about signs 
for him being destroyed he fails 
to mention that Kerrigan signs 
were being vandalized, stolen 
and even burned. Only when 
that became public did Bohns 
campaign say their signs were 
being vandalized. Bohn says he 
doesn't support the 1% sales tax. 
Sounds good, everybody is a lit- 
tle pinched these days. What he 
doesn’t say is how he would cover 
the costs of critical services in the 
face of cut-backs. 
Most revealing, and most im- 
portant, is his statement that Eu- 
reka should be “open to any and 
all businesses”. Bohn was a strong 
supporter of the Calpine project 
which would have placed a huge 
natural gas storage facility in Sa- 
moa. Boats would be bringing in 
the gas and uploading it. They 
then planned to build a 150 mile 
pipeline to Redding. 
Does it take a rocket scien- 
tist to see the dangers? The boats 
would have gas kept frozen to 
shrink the gas. If a freezer unit 
  
fails there would be a catastroph- 
ic spill. 
The pipeline is so obvious- 
ly dangerous, particularly since 
there have been many pipeline 
explosions at other facilities. In 
the face of the dangers there was 
a huge turn out against the facili- 
ty being placed here. Bohn works 
for Renner Petroleum which 
stood to profit. 
And there, folks, is the nitty- 
gritty, the single biggest reason 
why Bohn is running for office. 
He wants Calpine back, he wants 
it so bad he can taste the money. 
Who cares if there's a spill? Nat- 
ural gas floats and is, of course, 
highly volatile. Who cares if the 
facility blows up or the pipeline 
goes or is vandalized? There's 
money to be made. 
io anyone who says that stud- 
ies should be done before we 
bring in facilities such as the Cal- 
pine plant Bohn says that studies 
are a waste of time. Just bring it 
in, just build it and the heck with 
the consequences. There's money 
to be made. I think Mr. Bohn has 
made it clear to aware voters that 
we can't afford to have him win. 
Please vote for Chris Kerrigan. 
Sylvia De Rooy, class of 99 
Trinidad   
Writing skills 
needed in jobs 
Dear Editor, 
Your September 22nd issue 
had Jason Major being “a bit an- 
noyed” at a graduation require- 
ment to demonstrate writing 
proficiency. 
Whatever the flaws might be 
in the test or its grading, writing 
to organize, support and deliver 
a clear argument, not to mention 
other important writing features, 
is a big part of what separates 
people with choices from people 
who have few or none. 
I'm a_ recruiter/headhunter 
for various employers around 
the country, and 100% of them 
tell me that even if a person with 
mediocre writing gets hired, and 
may not get fired, that person's 
career is stunted from there on 
out. 
If you don't care about writing 
well because you're indpendent- 
ly wealthy and won't ever have 
to work, or you're going to be an 
artist, engineer, or other “non- 
writing” specialist, whatever you 
acheive will be less than if you 
could write well. 
Artists write to describe their 
work, apply for grants, or use 
words to communicate with 
far away galleries or other art- 
ists. Engineers don’t just crunch 
numbers and noodle vectors--- 
they have to write up their results 
so non-engineers can understand 
them, and if they manage other 
engineer employees they have to 
write performance evaluations 
and management reports. 
And if you're rolling in mon- 
ey but want to, say, volunteer for 
charitable work, engage in poli- 
tics, write a love letter, get an ad- 
vanced degree, or tell your stocks 
and bonds investment manag- 
er how much risk you can/can't 
take, medicore writing handicaps 
you. 
Rather than get rid of GWPE, 
it should be reformed, enhanced, 
expanded, and even supplement- 
ed with more required writing 
courses. 
If you don't believe me, call 
up a dozen or so employers, 
makers of grants, or whoever, 
and ask them how important 
they think good and better- 
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Shawn Tulecke-Paulson 
Guest Column 
Last week’s Lumberjack article on the draft failed 
to mention that women would be drafted into the 
military if either of two identical United States con- 
gressional bills pass. Democrats introduced the draft 
bill in the House and Senate. 
The Alaskan senator from 1969 to 1981, Mike 
Gravel, a Democrat who did a one-man filibuster 
that forced a deal to let the draft expire in the early 
1970s, said, “I’ve got more problems with Kerry [on 
the draft issue] because the draft is being pushed by 
the Democrats.” 
The draft may not be imminent, but if the Unit- 
ed States’ occupation of Iraq continues much longer, 
many more troops will be needed. 
Already the military is sending the National 
Guard and reserve forces to Iraq, which currently 
makes up 40 percent of the 140,000 troops in Iraq. 
GI rights counselor from Arcata, and Veterans 
For Peace member Rick Campos said, “We're al- 
ready stretched thin and we have limited funds. 
They're sticking people coming home from Afghan- 
istan in Iraq.’ 
Meanwhile, $28 million was recently added to 
the Selective Service System (SSS) and the Pentagon 
is attempting to fill all 21,420 draft board and draft 
appeals positions. 
“I think [the draft] is going to happen,” said Cam- 
pos. “If something like the Tet Offensive happens in 
Iraq, the United States is going to be waking up to 
the fact that Iraq isn’t going to be taken so easily.” 
Campos was drafted during the Tet Offensive, a mil- 
itary initiative against the United States in 1968 that 
led to the withdrawal of U.S. forces from Vietnam. 
Gravel didn't believe a draft was likely any time 
soon. He said, “We wanted them to have to call up 
reserves, because the political cost is too high [to 
call for a draft]...We wanted to deny them the ability 
to do what Lyndon Johnson did,’ referring to when 
Lyndon Johnson instituted the draft. 
Gravel didn’t think that there would be a draft 
due to its current unpopularity, but thought we are 
“not going to have a choice” but to pull out of Iraq 
and leave behind a theocracy. 
The draft certainly is unpopular. A 2003 CNN 
poll showed 88 percent of people younger than 30 
WWW.THEJACK.ORG 
Draft issue provokes reader responses 
oppose the draft, while less than 80 percent of peo- 
ple 30 and older oppose the draft. 
When asked what he would do if drafted, HSU 
art graduate Jeriah Hildwine said, “I'd go, but then 
I'd make them regret it. 'd be like Kurtz from ‘Apoc- 
alypse Now: I'd disappear for about 10 years and 
then I'd show back up again with an army of indige- 
nous people ready to take this country down.” 
Journalism senior Sean Quincey said, “I'd dodge 
it. I'd be a draft dodger ... If it was a different war, a 
different cause, then I'd have to reconsider.” 
Other people said they would go to Canada or 
Mexico. Melissa Pistilli, working on her MA in 
teaching and writing said, “My fiancé is Canadi- 
an and I guess we would just get married and go to 
Canada.” 
As unpopular as a draft would be, according to 
Gen. Eric Shinseki, if we are going to succeed in 
Iraq we need as many as “several hundred thousand 
troops” more then we have. 
Sen. Hollings, D-S.C., who introduced the draft 
bill, suggests in an essay written in November 2003 
for Columbia State, “Get in, clean out Baghdad and 
the Sunni triangle. Get law and order. Then get a 
constitution and victory.” 
That sounds like George W. Bush's plan going 
into the war. However, Gravel says it was naive for 
the Bush administration to have “thought that they 
could install a democracy in Iraq.” 
But the Bush administration has not changed 
course, and Kerry is not saying that he will bring 
our troops home. Campos pointed out how history 
could repeat itself. 
“Instead of brokering a deal or getting out, they 
just tried to dump more people in... Your generation 
will probably be shit-canned just like ours was with 
this draft,” Campos said. 
Will we eventually face as a nation the decision of 
either using the draft or pulling out of Iraq? 
Or will we better entice underprivileged youth 
into the Armed Forces, helping recruiters sell war to 
high schoolers? After all the people have died, why 
are we fighting in Iraq if there are no weapons of 
mass destruction, and no connection to 9-11? 
Tulecke-Paulson is a joumalism senior. 
Major Elucidation 
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Peace train on a col 
Luc Cebulski 
Scene Editor 
These are dire days for the 
United States of America. Our 
national strength, willpower and 
morale are being assaulted daily. 
In addition to the 2,973 in- 
dividuals who we will eternally 
mourn after the attacks on Sept. 
11, we now have to deal with and 
live in a constant state of fear of 
heightened alert and insecurity. 
Wily terrorists attempt to at- 
tack us with shoes full of explo- 
sives and briefcases containing 
dirty bombs. 
We've lost more than 1,000 of 
our young men and women in a 
war that no one can agree on. As 
a nation, we are fighting among 
ourselves (sometimes violently) 
over issues such as gay marriage, 
a womans right to choose and 
which douche bag will be presi- 
dent. 
We are closer to collapse and 
civil war than we've been since 
1860. And now I fear that the 
proverbial straw has been placed 
upon the back of our nation. 
What is that straw? The bor- 
ders of our great land have been 
infiltrated by folk singers! 
On Sept. 21, Yusuf Islam, the 
artist formerly known as “Cat 




lines Flight 919 in London and 
very nearly walked free into our 
nation’s capital. 
Fortunately, a crack team com- 
prised of FBI agents, airport per- 
sonal, flight attendants and mall 
security ascertained the dan- 
ger and diverted the flight 675 
miles to the international airport 
in Bangor, Maine—a location 
known for its general disdain of 
folk music, where the musician 
would have little influence if his 
singing were to be heard beyond 
the walls of the airport cafeteria, 
where he was detained for ques- 
tioning. 
After brief interrogation and 
a boisterous chorus of “Peace 
Train,” the order was sent from 
“on high” that Islam was to be de- 
ported back to London. 
Yet another catastrophe nar- 
rowly averted. 
As serious as this may sound, 
it is not the first time musicians 
of questionable background have 
almost made it into the United 
States. 
As recently as February of this 
year, members of Septeto Na- 
cional, a Cuban band, were de- 
nied visas under section 212 (f) 
of the U.S. Immigration Law re- 
lated to terrorists, assassins and 
drug-dealers, just before enter- 
[FORUM]  
ing the United States to collect 
their Grammy Award. 
Had they not been intercept- 
ed there's no telling what trage- 
dies might have been born from 
their catchy blend of Latin jazz 
and toe-tapping salsa. 
Even our own Humboldt State 
University was spared from a po- 
tential threat last semester when 
Paco de Lucia, legendary classi- 
cal guitarist, was denied access to 
the United States. 
He and his band were to per- 
form at the Van Duzer Theatre 
but lucky for us, Tom Ridge had 
seen the film “Desperado” one 
too many times and understood 
the danger a flamenco guitar case 
could pose to national security. 
With all that the American 
citizens have to deal with, from 
multiple state governors being 
sent letter bombs from a prison 
in Nevada to the imminent col- 
lapse of public healthcare, this 
plague of international musicians 
is all it might take to crumble our 
already volatile society. 
Heaven forbid our securi- 
ty measures ever relax. If ABBA 
ever has a reunion tour, were all 
fucked. 
Luc Cebulski can be reached at 
locebulski@hotmail.com 
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A composite sketch of Yusuf Islam (above left) as he 
may have appeared circa 1975 when he operated under 
the alias “Cat Stevens.” Islam shown (above right) in 
the company of the Islamic extremists to whom he has 
allegedly supplied funds and other aid. 
show.supereva.it www.deflamenco.com 
(left) Paco de Lucia points his guitar menacingly. The 
plastic strings of a classical guitar, while not as strong 
as their electric counterparts, could totally strangle your 
ass. (right) A young Lucia serinades foreign dignitaries, a 
crime punishable by deportation in some countries. 
pass go, do not collect $200 
A couple of weeks ago I, author of “Rants of a Moron,” 
wrote a column on the evils of corporations, the perils of 
corporate personhood and commercials that if were mov- 
ies would be B-movies — like “Romeo and Juliet and Sgt. 
Kabuki Man NYPD.” 
The column, entitled “Local commercials make me 
sick,” was meant to piss off the yippies, yuppies and local 
commercial makers. It wasn’t meant for the racists. 
Last week, I received an e-mail from an Anonymous 
person from an America Online account. My perception 
of the letter was that it was extremely ethnocentric and 
tasteless. 
Since it was sent to my personal 
box, I would not like to embarrass the 
epicene Anonymous person. Here are 
some snippets of the letter so you can 
decide: 
“Opinion are like asshole every- 
body got one. You need to take bone- 
The column was meant to piss 
off the yippies, yuppies and 
local commercial makers. It 
wasn't meant for the racists. 
are going to read “The Rants of a Moron,” get them cor- 
rect. 
It is true, the column on commercials had bonus infor- 
mation on corporate practices. That addition is like the toy 
that comes with McDonald's adult happy meal. 
Corporate personhood is not a race issue for me be- 
cause when Firestone tires were disintegrating and caus- 
ing accidents, black people weren't the only ones who died 
because of it. 
When Enron went belly up, were white people the only 
ones who were knee-deep in debt? No. 
Asians aren't the only ones dying because the big-tobac- 
co companies sell emphysema by the pack. 
Hispanics are also feeling the 
pinch at the pump. President Bush 
is not fooling anybody. Releasing 
the oil reserves is as much a political 
ploy for him as it was for Clinton. 
Middle Eastern people wouldn't 
be the only ones hearing Justin Tim- 
head English again. You are writing 
this column not because of talent its because your a mi- 
nority. You minority should be thankful that corporations 
who pay 80 percent of the taxes let you stupid people go 
to school.” 
Actually that is the entire letter. Lethargy overcame my 
desire to delete parts of the letter and the desire to not em- 
barrass Anonymous. He called me a “minority.” 
Please people, especially Anonymous, don't construe 
that column as a racial issue. The one about “El Grito,” on 
the other hand, was ahout racial issues, Anonymous. if you __ # 
berlake and bubble-gum pop all the 
time if Clear Channel was allowed to buy all the radio sta- 
tions. Everyone would suffer. 
People are monopoly pieces to corporations. Not the 
nice shiny shoe or car that goes to the boardwalk, but rath- 
er the generic green houses, which are treated like com- 
modities. Corporations, just like me, are equal-opportu- 
nity assholes. Corporations, not just American ones, are 
ruthless and value consumption and the bottom line more 
than anything. 
a from Narmada Valley, a small village ip India, .. 
nt have any water in the “Ws Because Bechtel, a Britis 
corporation, bought the river. Water rights should not be 
for sale just because someone on the other side of the globe 
wants to get his or her water in a bottle. 
Clothing is relatively cheap because it is made in Tai- 
wan and the materials come from everywhere else. 
People nowadays can “reach out and touch someone” 
for less because phone companies have outsourced jobs to 
India, Pakistan and other countries. 
Don’t get a big head because western corporations gen- 
erate healthy business and large revenues. They couldn’t do 
it if they didn’t outsource and take most of the natural re- 
sources from the so-called third-world countries. More to 
the essence of outsourcing, labor. Western companies are 
mighty frugal when it comes to the proletariat class. 
First there was slavery. After that got banned, compa- 
nies - especially Kathie Lee Gifford’s - started hiring Hon- 
duran children. In the middle, corporations used sweat- 
shop labor without allowing unionizing, coffee breaks or 
health care. That is a bit of what corporations have done to 
everybody. American companies have gotten better, with- 
in the US. borders. 
As far as taxes, there is a bill in Congress right now that 
if passed would allow General Electric to go against World 
Trade Organization's and international treaties. If passed, 
G.E. would not pay $140 billion over the next 10 years in 
taxes. 
Motel chains invest in mining programs and such to 
avoid paying taxes. In California, schools receive most of 
their funding from property taxes. Everyone pays that, 
even if they rent. Do not pass go. Do not collect $200. 
» Luis Melina canbe reached. @ 91. us 1190 244 M429 j 
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‘Jacks senior wide receiver Dustin Creager (4) races toward the end zone for one of his two touchdowns with junio 
ee, 
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Morgan Johnson 
Justin Heimiller (16) following. WOU offense Bret Hughes (1), defense Zach Christopherson (17), and special teams Jeff Kent (38) pursue. 
‘Jacks ax Western Oregon 34-7 
Creager breaks record as Humboldt goes 1-0 in GNAC opener 
Katie Denbo 
Sports Editor 
Senior wide receiver Dustin 
Creager set a new school record 
of 15 catches and the "Jacks dom- 
inated a sloppy Western Oregon 
squad on Saturday, sending the 
Wolves home with their tails be- 
tween their legs with a 34-7 victo- 
ry in Humboldt's first conference 
win since 2001. 
Creager, who is the Great 
Northwest Athletic Conference's 
all-time leading receiver, broke 
HSU alumnus Robert Prince's sin- 
gle-game pass-reception record of 
14, which was set in 1986 against 
Menlo College. Creager already 
holds career and single-season re- 
ception records for the ‘Jacks, as 
well as the records for touchdown 
- receptions in a game, season and 
career, reception yardage in a sea- 
son and career, and touchdowns 
scored in a game. 
“(Creager is] a great player 
and he’s finishing off a great four 
years,” Humboldt State Head 
Coach Doug Adkins said. “By the 
time it’s over, he'll probably hold 
every record. He’s quite possibly 
the best player in the history of 
Humboldt State.” 
The game started out slow as 
the Jacks had trouble finding the 
end zone. After senior defensive 
back Christian Hodges intercept- 
ed a pass by WOU quarterback 
Denny Bies at the ‘Jacks 48-yard 
line, HSU senior quarterback Ja- 
son Baughman hit Creager with 
a pass for a gain of four yards. 
Baughman then hit Creager again 
for a 40- 
yard line, Baughman completed 
three passes to Creager, bringing 
HSU to the Wolves 9-yard line. 
Junior rightback Lionel Arnold 
rushed for 6 yards to the 3-yard 
line, but could not gain any yards 
on the next, and the "Jacks settled 
for another field goal by Peter- 
son from the 20-yard line, giving 
HSU a lead of 6-0 with 6:47 on the 
clock. 
yard gain “By the time it’s over, {Creager _ while 
to come will} probably hold every record. WOU 
within 8 
yards of /e’s quite possibly the best play- 
gave a 
valiant 
the goal er in the history of Humboldt effort to 
  
for first- State.” create an 
and-goal. offense, 
How- it was in 
ever, the Doug Adkins vain, as 
Jacks’ head football coach after 14 
drive to plays and 
the end zone stalled and sopho- 
more kicker Ben Peterson was 
forced to kick a 26-yard field goal 
with 11:52 on the clock, giving 
HSU a 3-0 advantage. 
To end the following WOU 
drive, Bies was sacked for a loss 
of 8 yards by "Jacks junior defen- 
sive end Adam Fain. After a 30- 
yard punt by the Wolves’ Cory 
Dickson to Western Oregon's 36- 
47 yards the Wolves’ drive stalled. 
After Dickson punted out of 
bounds to the HSU 20-yard line 
with 1:19 left in the quarter, the 
"Jacks ran the clock down. 
Humboldt picked up the pace 
in the second quarter. Record- 
ing three first downs in nine plays 
from the Wolves’ 47-yard line, one 
due to a WOU face mask penalty 
that advanced the "Jacks 12 yards, 
CORRAGHERRETSSARUOUA HOU TOEAL AL HARE RSLEALOOEEREEE 
Baughman passed to Creager, 
who ran 10 yards after the catch 
to Western Oregon's 1-yard line. 
After an incomplete pass and a 
rush for no gain, junior right back 
Daniel Nembhard was finally able 
to get through, rushing one yard 
for the first touchdown of the 
game with 11:42 on the clock. 
Peterson's point-after attempt 
was good, boosting HSU’'s lead 
to 13-0. Keeping the momen- 
tum going, the ‘Jacks scored two 
more touchdowns in the quarter, 
the first coming after a 55-yard 
run from Arnold to the 2-yard 
line. Arnold then rushed anoth- 
er 2 yards for the touchdown. The 
subsequent PAT from Peterson 
secured a 20-0 lead with 6:04 on 
the clock. 
A Bies pass was then intercept- 
ed by "Jacks freshman defensive 
back Chris White, who returned 
it for a 5-yard HSU gain. 
The ‘Jacks took three plays 
and turned them into three first 
downs, when Baughman hit ju- 
nior tight end Justin Heimiller 
twice for a total of 23 yards and 
two first downs, before a 20-yard 
rush by Arnold secured the third 
See RECORD, pg. 19   
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"Jacks soccer breaks even 
Men see loss, then win, to tie for second in tourney 
Sayaka Rifu 
Online/Calendar Editor 
The men’s soccer team spiced 
up the homecoming weekend 
with one defeat and a meaningful 
victory on Friday and Sunday, re- 
sulting in a tie for second place in 
the Midseason Classic. 
The Notre Dame de Namur 
Argonauts panned HSU 2-1 on 
Friday, giving the Lumberjacks a 
bumpy start. But the ‘Jacks had 
their payback on Sunday, ax- 
ing the Grand Canyon Antelopes 
with a score of 2-0. 
HSU kicked off Friday’s game 
with more than 100 support- 
ers. Sophomore midfielder Keith 
Lovell made the crowd cheer 
when he headed a free kick from 
senior midfielder Luke Scott 
into the goal 13 minutes into the 
game. 
Despite the superb defense by 
junior defender Julian Fulwiler 
and senior defender Dustin Kaatz, 
the Jacks allowed Notre Dame to 
take 10 shots while only making 
two shot attempts. 
The "Jacks finished the first 
half with a score of 1-0, even 
though the ball mainly stayed on 
the Humboldt side of the field. 
Notre Dame Head Coach Joe 
Silveira said his player of the game 
was Josh Anderson, a junior mid- 
fielder who tied the score with a 
20-yard shot only nine minutes 
after the second kickoff. 
“I thought it was a heck of a 
strike,” he said. “The keeper didn’t 
have a chance.” 
Aggressive offense by Notre 
Dame continued and HSU soph- 
omore goalkeeper Andrew Byers 
demonstrated several outstanding 
Scott (9 protects ageinet a 
Grand nyon defender on 
Sunday. 
saves and was rewarded with re 
peated cheers from the crowd. 
The game went into over- 
time and the defining moment 
came in the seventh minute 
when Argonauts’ forward Eric 
Michon rolled the ball into the 
goal with a straight grounder, 
which won his team a golden 
victory. 
“It was definitely a challeng- 
ing game,’ HSU Head Coach 
Andy Cumbo said. 
Cumbo also said the team 
is getting better but still needs 
some work. 
“It's worth something that 
the guys know we can play 
against good teams [like Notre 
Dame],” Cumbo said. 
Sunday’s game turned out 
berjacks and the Grand Can- 
yon Antelopes. Fourteen min- 
- utes into the first half, sophomore 
forward Ryan Parker went into 
a head-on collision with Grand 
Canyon goalkeeper John Rosner 
and was sub- 
 
 ports Infc mation ‘Jacks wusheen orwa 
Jonathan Eseman dribbles 
to be rough for both the Lum- Past Grand Canyon 
defenders. 
after [the red card], played our 
game, and got a W” 
Sixteen minutes later, HSU 
freshman forward Eric Web- 






given a round 
“It’s worth 
Damel].” 
that the guys know 
we can play against 
good teams [like Notre 
point cross to 
senior midfield- 
er Tomoya Fu- 
jita, whose shot 
was rejected by 
the post, but in 
something 
  
of applause the end the ball 
from the au- was pushed in by 
dience. Andy Cumbo Lovell once again 
During head soccer coach to define the 
the heated of- Jacks’ victory. 
fensive _bat- 
tle, both teams received one yel- 
low card and neither of the teams 
was able to score a goal during the 
first half. 
A turning point came when 
‘Jacks sophomore defender 
Dane Valadao clashed with one 
of the ’Lopes and accidentally 
scratched the face of the fall- 
en player with his spike while 
standing up. Valadao received a 
red card and the ‘Jacks went on 
one man down. 
Despite losing a player, the 
"Jacks and the cheering crowd 
rallied furiously. Halfway into 
the second half, HSU midfield- 
ers Scott and Lovell worked to- 
gether again to earn the first 
goal for the "Jacks. Scott passed 
a free kick from the right and 
Lovell headed the ball into the 
goal. 
Cumbo said the red card ac- 
tually boosted the team’s moti- 
vation. 
“It was really good to come 
back when we only had 10 
men,” "Jacks freshman forward 
Jonathan Eseman said. “The 
“It was a nice 
combination from Luke and Eric,’ 
Fujita said. 
Webster usually plays center 
midfielder, but Cumbo changed 
his position for this game. 
“[Webster] created a lot of of- 
fense up there,” Cumbo said. 
“It was a great win for Hum- 
boldt””, HSU Athletics Director 
Dan Collen said. “I praise their 
effort, especially being one man 
down.” 
HSU will face Seattle and Seat- 
tle Pacific Thursday and Saturday 
on the road. 
“We have a tough weekend 
coming up and we needed this,” 
Cumbo said. 
The ‘Jacks record went to 4-5 
on the season after the Friday's 
loss and Sunday's win. The An- 
telopes record dropped to 0-11- 
1, while the Argonauts victory on 
Friday lifted them to 10-3 on the 
season. 
The "Jacks return home on Oct. 
4, when they will face Menlo Col- 
lege at 3 p.m. on the soccer field. 
Sayaka Rifu can be reached at 
sr26@humboidt.edu 
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Soccer ties for tourney title 
Jacks improve on record with homecoming win 
Tyson Ritter a 
Staff writer otal. 
The only winners at Friday's 
women's Midseason Classic open- 
ing soccer match-up between 
Humboldt State and Notre Dame 
de Namur could be the fans, as 
they were treated to an exciting, 
and tense tie game that went into 
double-overtime. 
The game puts the ’Jacks at 6- 
2-1 for the season with their first 
tie, while the Argonauts got their 
second tie and improved to 8-1-2. 
‘Jacks sophomore goalkeep- | 
er Stacie Self managed five saves, 
two of which were breakaway 
and recorded her fifth shutout o . erwhelming sur 
the season. “Lopes” goalie with the help of plo 
NDNU out shot HSU 7-4 inthe and a NDNU player was issued ee 
first half, and 3-0 in the second. a red card in the first overtime — 
Late into the second half and into while trying to head a ball and ‘to: 
overtime HSU’s defense became collided with a Jacks player who — 
increasingly aggressive, holding already had position. 
NDNU’%s shot total for both over- A close call came in the second 
times to one. NDNU’s already half when a shot by an NDNU 
tough defense also only yielded player actually passed the HSU | 
one shot over the two overtimes. goalie and entered the net, but 
Tempers became more aggres- was not counted due to an off- § 
sive as the game had yet to see a _ sides call. 
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Jacks have yet to secure a conference victory 
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Katie Denbo 
Sports Editor 
A homecoming victory could 
not be found for the Lumberjack 
volleyball squad over the week- 
end, as the ‘Jacks were rejected in 
two separate matches. 
On Thursday, the Jacks 
watched a 2-0 lead slip away 
against Great Northwest Athletic 
and 25 and 16 digs, respectively. 
Senior outside hitter Jessica Mur- 
ray had a double-double, slam- 
ming 16 kills and 13 digs. 
“We were playing a lot bet- 
ter [than in past games],” Jackson 
said. “The first three games we 
played like we should have.” 
The Crusaders rallied behind 
the strong performances of Lind- 
ski also contributed 10 kills while 
teammate Sarah Sommerman led 
the Redhawks with 11 kills. 
“This team has a lot of guts and 
they lay it out there,” "Jacks Head 
Coach Sue Woodstra said. 
“I thought we played real 
gutsy, we played smart and tried 
to make adjustments.” 
HSU saw solid performances 
 
  
Conference nemesis Northwest say  Mill- : === from Murray, who 
Nazarene. er, who had “This team ha  a lot of guts had 10 kills, and 
The "Jacks started off strong, 16 kills and and they lay it out there.” sophomore middle 
scraping by a 30-28 win in the 17 — digs, blockers Erin Phil- 
first game but blowing out the and _Lil- lips and Kristen 
Crusaders in the second 30-18. ly Carreon Sue Woodstra Kinzer, who had 6 
HSU started to lose energy, how- and Chel- head volleyball coach ills apiece. Junior 
ever, and despite a hard-fought sea Lewis, libero Maya Domo- 
16-14 final game, let the match who had 13 to had 17 digs in 
slip through their fingers. 
“We fought really hard, its re- 
ally disappointing losing by a fin- 
ger nail,” Tonya Fedrick, the "Jacks 
junior setter, said. “We got too 
comfortable and let the momen- 
tum go.” 
HSU senior middle blocker 
Erin Jackson led the "Jacks with 14 
kills and two block assists, while 
hitting a solid .619 percent on the 
evening. Sophomore outside hit- 
ter Courtney Lee and freshman 
outside hitter Kristina Barnum 
also contributed with 16 kills each 
digs apiece. The team’s record im- 
proved to 8-3 overall and 3-2 in 
the GNAC after the win. 
A day's break did not benefit 
the ‘Jacks. In their second game of 
the weekend on Sunday, the Seat- 
tle University Redhawks swept 
HSU in three games. 
The Redhawks demonstrat- 
ed solid blocking throughout the 
match, outblocking the ‘Jacks 
eight to two. Seattle's Lizzy Saf- 
ranski and Janeen Fitgerald led 
the Redhawks with five and three 
block assists, respectively. Safran- 
the match. 
Seattle's record improved to 7- 
7 overall and 5-1 in the GNAC af- 
ter the win. 
After their two losses, the 
Jacks fall to 1-11 on the season 
and 0-5 in the GNAC. 
The "Jacks will travel to St. 
Martin's and Central Washington 
this week for more GNAC action, 
before returning home on Oct. 7 
to play Western Washington at 7 
p.m. in the East Gym. 






Surf contest comes to Crescent City 
Surf’s up! The ninth annual 
Noll Longboard Surf Contest is 
Oct. 2 and 3 at 7:30 a.m. at South 
Beach in Crescent City. 
The surf weekend kicks off on 
Friday, Oct. 1, when the Surfrid- 
er Foundation presents its fifth 
annual “Surf Filin Night” at Del 
Norte High School. The feature 
film is “Fifth Symphony Docu- 
ment,’ starting at 7 p.m. Admis- 
sion is $5, which includes entry 
into raffles for prizes. 
The contest heats begin Sat- 
urday, which include the popu- 
lar tandem heat competition with 
two surfers per board. A super- 
heat with all first-place winners 
from the 2003 contest will take 
place around noon, with pro- 
ceeds benefiting a Del Norte High 
School scholarship. 
Satuday evening will see the 
“Sounds of Surf” beach party fea- 
turing live bands, at the Crescent 
City Harbor at Whaler’s Island. 
Gates open at 5 p.m. 
  
  
ae a © Men's & Women’ Cons Country ; minis ~~ at Charles Bowles Invitational & 
Mens 8K, 10:45 a.m, 
Broadcast live on KATA 1340AM 
Fe RNR Ey 
Sunday will be highlighted by 
the children’s “Menahunie” and 
“Menahunie with Parent” surf 
conetst for kids ages 12 and un- 
der. The finals and awards cer- 
emony will round out the week- 
end. 
Raffles will be held throughout 
the weekend with prizes for both 
the contestants and public. 
“We run this event profession- 
ally, but like to keep the home- 
town feel,” said Beverly Noll, event 
coordinator for the contest. “This 
is a great weekend on the beach 
with family and friends” 
Other contests include “Show 
and Tell Your Vintage Surfboard,” 
as well as the popular “Aloha Shirt 
Contest.” 
The event is expected to draw 
over 2000 people from across the 
West Coast. For more informa- 
tion, call the Rhyn Noll Surf Shop 
at 465-4400. 
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RECORD: ’Jacks offense flawless on homecoming 
Continued from pg. 16 
at the Wolves’ 49-yardline. Baugh- the rest of the game. To punctu- _ tempts for 220 yards with tailback 
man completed another pass to ate HSU’s victory, "Jacks fresh- James Watts rushing 60 yards on 
Creager for a gain of 6 yards, and man linebacker Johnny Terrell 15 carries before leaving the game 
after another WOU timeout with intercepted a pass at HSU’s 10- injured in the second quarter. 
2:20 on the clock, Baughman hit yard line from WOU quarterback The win improves Humboldt’s 
Creager for 23 yards to secure the 
"Jacks third touchdown. Peterson's 
PAT gave the Jacks a 27-0 lead 
and the Wolves were left licking 
their wounds entering halftime. 
After a scoreless third quarter, 
Wolves running back Kyle Blank 
rushed for a total of 31 yards in 12 
plays, scoring WOU’s first touch- 
down and following PAT by Vog- 
es with 7:50 left in the game. 
The touchdown did not ham- 
per the ‘Jacks, though, as in the 
next drive Baughman complet- 
ed a 43-yard pass to Creager to 
score his second touchdown of 
the game and his record-break- 
ing 15th catch. Peterson's PAT was 
good, and HSU took a 34-7 lead, 
which which they would hold for 
     
   
       
   
ee Faas ae fa 
Ryan Thorson with 50 seconds 
left in the game. The interception 
marked one of two that Terrell 
had on the afternoon. 
“Chris White came in and 
played well at corner, and John- 
ny Terrell did a great job of pick- 
ing off a couple down the stretch,” 
Adkins said. “One of our goals 
was to get a lot of guys in there 
on defense today, and we accom- 
plished that.” 
Western Oregon managed 
341 offensive yards on the day to 
Humboldt’s 409 yards. 
Creager finished the game re- 
ceiving 204 yards on his 15 catch- 
es, while Baughman hit on 24 of 
42 passes for 296 yards. WOU's 
Bies had 17 completions in 34 at- 
soap with any 
$20.00 thru 
October 9, 2004. 
  
Lotion to help regain or maintain 
natural moisture balance of your skin, 
with vitamins A, D, & E added. 
Use daily on face and body to leave 
skin silky and —r 
of lotion and guest 
in-store purchase of 
Open 7 Days 
record to 1-0 in conference and 3- 
2 overall, while Western Oregon 
drops to 0-1 in the GNAC and 0- 
4 overall, the school’s first 0-4 be- 
ginning in 12 years. HSU is now at 
a perfect 3-0 record at home, out- 
scoring their competition 108-21 
in Redwood Bowl. 
The ‘Jacks will play the 
Wolves again on Oct. 30 in Or- 
egon, thanks to the GNAC’s new 
round-robin format. Humboldt 
hits the road this weekend to face 
Central Washington University in 
their second GNAC game of the 
‘season, before returning home to 
play them again on Oct. 23 at 1 
p.m. in Redwood Bowl. 
Katie Denbo can be reached at 
on a 
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“Art Garfunkel because he’s critical 
of the current status of the nation.’ 
mn Name: Devin 
Mortensen 
Year: Freshman 
Major: Liberal Arts 
“Will Oldham because he sings 
about incest and drinking. Plus he 
likes Cuba.’ 
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(left) Eden Rumeit, risking life and midriff, 
(right) Ayrian Dilts demonstrates a va 
double staff. (middie) Dual fire juggling. 
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performs her ring of fire act on UC quad Thursday night. 
of skills sure to get rid of excess knuckle hair. (top) 
bottom) Fire Poi. 
ming 
Yarrrrrrrrererr! They juggle fire for very little 
booty and with no bilgewater in sight! 
Shyama Kuver 
Staff writer 
Flames danced in circular patterns controlled by fearless 
Humboldt Circus performers last Thursday evening on the 
HSU quad. Vaudeville 101, a Juggling Pirates production 
performed by the Humboldt Circus, started with an outdoor 
fire juggling act which included fiery staffs, double staffs, 
fire poi, and even a flaming hula hoop that had the audience 
awe-struck and alert. 
The Humboldt Circus, an official HSU club, has been in 
existence for nearly four years. With 25 active members the 
club performs frequently on and off campus in conjunction 
with it’s recently formed production group, Juggling Pirates 
Productions. 
Ayrian Dilts, a chemistry major at HSU and club mem- 
ber, stated simply why he enjoys weaving the flaming double 
staff through the air: “I just like fire” Circus performer Mike 
Montag, aka DocMenach, said that most current members   of Humboldt Circus are students but anyone with an interest 
is encouraged to join. Many members continue to perform 
even after graduating. 
Eden Rumelt, an HSU graduate, swings a blazing hula 
hoop around her waist during the show, making for a wide- 
eyed audience. 
“I love getting to be creative,” she said as she pointed to 
the hula hoop that she made herself “and I do it for the fun 
of it.” 
Amber Youngman, a freshman English major, observed 
as Dilts and another member of the Humboldt Circus swung 
double staffs lit on both ends. 
“I think they are very unique and very talented,” Young- 
man said. “Not just anyone can do what they are doing... .and 
live.” 
After the fire show, audience members went into the Kate 
see AVAST MATEY! next page 
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  [SCENE] - 
. AVAST MATEY! All hands a’ jugglin’ me hearties 
continued from previous page _ 
Buchanan Room for the rest of 
the event. Deep Groove Society 
filled the room with techno and 
hip-hop beats and a box filled 
with juggling clubs, balls, staffs 
(without the wicks) were 
exactly Vaudeville was and then 
continued to transform his char- 
acter into a door-to-door sales- 
man to encourage members of 
the audience to become Vaude- 
put on shows every other Satur- 
day at the Arcata Dance Studio, 
the next being on Oct. 2. Every 
show features four new perform- 
ers, all having 20 minutes to per- 
form, with rotating musi- 
SE ES IT 
available for audience 1 do more than just play with MY cians and hosts. 
members to enjoy. Al- balls.” 
though only a few dozen 
people came to the event, 
the audience was lively. 
“It's very innovative,” 
said Jeff Truslow, an Arcata resi- 
dent. “I give it an all-time 10 out 
of 10.” 
Once the show had moved in- 
side, the first to perform was a 
“We have professional 
length, quality bits,” said 
Mike Montag aka “Doc Menach” ‘Feelove. “We're not let- 
Humboldt Circus performer “ig just any one go up 
villians themselves. 
Pulling out a bottle, Freelove 
addressed the audience, “Are you 
low, down trodden, horribly de- 
sensitized and hypnotized by 
  
beauty by ccm current media? Then 
the name “J just like fire.” what we have is the 
of Jen- medicinal and magi- 
ny Ray. : : cal curative elixir. It 
Wearing Ayrian Dilts will make any of you 
a__long- Humboldt Circus performer / HSU 2€TOs into heroes!” 
flowing chemistry major Freelove, 24, start- 
red dress ed the Humboldt 
and hold- Circus in 2001 when 
ing onto a feather boa, she sere- 
naded the crowd. The audience 
whistled and some men even 
yelped as she walked back and 
forth across the stage in stiletto 
heels. 
Shea Freelove, the mas- 
termind behind Juggling Pi- 
rates Productions and a found- 
ing member of the Humboldt 
Circus, went on stage next and 
showed off his theatre skills. He 
started out by greeting the audi- 
ence in character as the absent- 
minded Professor Circus. He 
gave a brief explanation of what 
he was a sophomore at HSU. He 
began the club in order to allow 
others and himself to continue to 
and perform. They have to 
try out for a spot in the shows.” 
Juggling Pirates Productions 
will also be opening a retail store 
at the Arcata Dance Studio called 
“The Juggling Roger” Dec. 1. 
They will have supplies for cir- 
cus acts including clothing and 
equipment. 
Freelove believes that the 
Humboldt Circus and Juggling 
Pirates Productions will better 
the community by giving people 
the option of learning the art of 
circus performing, an art that not 
many have the option of partici- 
pating in. “The Juggling Roger” 
will provide a place where those 
do circus acts & 
since there was 
Not just anyone can do who want 
to become 
no class for the What they are doing...and profession- 
  
arton campus. live.” als in this 
He is also in field can get 
the process of the proper 
getting his de- a equipment 
gree in theatre and attire. 
arts from HSU and is applying 
for an interdisciplinary major 
that would include circus arts, 
music, theatre and dance. 
Juggling Pirates Productions 
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WOULDA SAVED 
Me A 
DRAM STICA       
Julie Takagishi, an HSU stu- 
dent, is president of the Hum- 
_boldt Circus. Takagishi danced 
Thursday night, using different . 
techniques from martial arts to 
hip-hop and jazz. “I love [per- 
forming]! It makes me feel so 
good,” said the theatre arts and 
dance major. “I really like to en- 
tertain people. I want to make 
everyone feel as good as I do.” 
Montag “Doc Menach,” an 
environmental science graduate, 
was the last performer to go on. 
At first, juggling five balls seemed 
to be the extent of his ability, but 
Doc Menach quickly reassured 
the audience. 
“I do more than just play with 
my balls,” he said and proceed- 
ed to contort his body through a 
tennis racquet until it was around 
his waist. And all while juggling. 
Complete with heart pound- 
ing rhythm and laughs that last- 
ed all night, the show was simple 
but complete. 
In two words, visual feast, 
Freelove knows exactly where he 
wants to take this act. 
  
Shyama Kuver can be reached 
at srk11@humboldt.edu ——| PLEASURE CENTER 
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courtesy of Big Earl and the Crying Shame 
Big Eari and the Crying Shame play Humboldt Brews 
last spring. Big Eari and his band play regularly between 
McKinleyville and Eureka. 
P, ACED witha choice? 
Nay your oe 
1806 4th 
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Big Earl and the Crying 
Shame get folks dancing 
Everson Corrigan 
Staff writer 
The blend of Chicago-style 
blues, jazz and funk that ema- 
nated from Six Rivers Brewery 
on Friday came from none other 
than long-time local ensemble, 
Big Earl and the Crying Shame. 
The fusion that occurs when 
these four guys play is unlike any 
other this reporter has heard in a 
long while. Each band member 
has his own style and interests but 
when they come together, it’s pure 
synergy. 
Com- 
bands to perform and even few- 
er in McKinleyville. With that in 
mind, there was doubt as to how 
many people would drive up to 
the Six Rivers Brewery to see the 
show. 
Less than 15 minutes into their 
set however, the room was over- 
flowing with people eager to get 
down to Big Earl's blend. Danc- 
ers were reluctant to get out on 
the dance floor, but by the fourth 
song the only thing stopping 
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Big Earl and the Crying Shame 
has over 30 years of combined 
musical experience. 
Before the 9 p.m. show start- 
ed, band members warmed up to 
a small audience. There are very 
few venues in Arcata for local 
for that mo- 
ment, when it all comes togeth- 
er and a shiver runs down your 
spine,’ said Leal. 
Playing eclectic, lesser known 
songs, Big Earl and the Cry- 
ing Shame has the ability to take 
songs and make them their own. 
ALWAYS 
WEAR A LIFE JACKET 
With such favorites as “I Can't 
Understand It” and “Sefior Blues,’ 
the band mixes it up with original 
tunes and does whatever seems 
right. 
“We'll alter a song, [but] it all 
depends on what feels good,” said 
front man Big Earl. 
Johnny Leal and Simon Lucas, 
both of whom are music majors at 
HSU, try to get together as much 
as possible to perfect their art and 
style. Like most rockers however, 
they all agree there's always an ul- 
terior motive. 
“It's my purpose in life to get 
people to shake their butt,’ said 
Lucas. 
Under cool green lights, Big 
Earl and the Crying Shame got 
the go ahead to play well into the 
morning. They kept the uplifting 
beats, funky bass lines, ripping 
guitar solos and highly emotion- 
al lyrics going strong while never 
departing from their roots. 
DeVol said it best, “The blues 
is real music, it’s sincere.” 
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I hate to admit it but I’ve never really listened to Sonic Youth. It’s 
one of those bands that pretty reliable music critics seem to always be 
raving about and spouting phrases like “ground breaking album” and 
“musical milestone” or “Sonic Youth has influenced such bands as...” I 
just always find something I'd rather buy before I get to the S's, I guess. 
The band has been together since 1981 so I figured it's about time I 
gave it a shot. Sonic Youth's latest release “Nurse” is its 19th full-length 
album and it’s pretty good. “Nurse” is a straight forward rock album 
but it’s far from boring. Distinct melodies are rare these days but Sonic 
Youth comes through. The first track on the album “Pattern Recogni- 
tion” starts out with a solitary little guitar riff that gets your head bob- 
bing a little and slowly works into a frenzy at the end. The end part 
sucked once the song just turned into heap of scratching guitar strings 
and feedback but it was real good up ‘til then. And most of the songs on 
the album quit before they turn to crap, which is a plus. 
Something else that is pretty cool about this band is that they switch 
up the vocalists. Sonic Youth has three lead vocalists, one of whom is a 
chick, which is cool ‘cause they each have distinct styles that keep the 
songs from mushing all together. I think I’m going to go out and pick 
up some of the bands earlier albums to see what all the commotion has 
been about. This last one definitely made cleaning the kitchen go one 
hell of a lot faster. 
Album: 






Sifting through racks of music in Europe last summer I came across 
a debut CD of one of Europe's top models, Carla Bruni. At first 1 was 
skeptical, because of past models’ and actresses’ failed attempts at 
singing careers, but my mind was eased after hearing just a few songs 
from Bruni. If one could imagine Jack Johnson, as a female, singing in 
French, then you would come fairly close to describing Bruni’s sound. 
The Italian-born Bruni, who has lived in France since the age of five, 
sings the entire CD in French and also plays guitar. Bruni composed 
a majority of the songs on the album, proving that her musical talent 
exceeds that of vocals and guitar. The songs are laid back and dreamy, 
with mandolin, piano, violin, percussion, and bass accompanying Bru- 
ni’s songbird vocals and guitar riffs. 
In a day where all the music seems to sound the same, this CD is a 
breath of fresh air. You'll feel like you are roaming the streets of Paris in 
the spring. Bruni’s catchy lyrics will make you try to sing along with her 
in French, whether you understand what she is saying or not. 
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A professto nal addictton 
Tyson Ritter—Staff writer 
The art of altering a person’s appearance with 
no erasers, do-overs, or safety nets comes at the 
cost of 12 hours a day, seven days a week for Matt 
Hendersog of Arcata. 
He's a 21-year-old tattoo apprentice and just gave 
his first tattoo of a spider on a guy’s knee over the 
weekend. 
Henderson is learning the ancient art of tattooing 
and is mostly doing the dirty work. 
“Right now I’m learning to sterilize the equipment, 
and I do a lot of cleaning,” Henderson, who grew up 
in Arcata, said. “But these are the things you have 
to know.” 
When he’s not doing that, he’s observing his 
mentor and owner of the Ink Addiction in Eureka, 
Otto Burgess, as he applies tattoos. 
“I just like [tattoos] so much,” Henderson said. 
“Decorating other people's skin the way they like is 
pretty satisfying.” ; 
At the Ink Addiction, a bright little tattoo parlor 
in Eureka, tattoos are art, a form of expression. 
Tattooing isn’t the first skill Henderson has tried his 
hand at. He was an electrician’s apprentice before he 
fell into tattoos. 
“I didn’t like electrician work, I had to crawl 
under houses all day,’ Henderson said. “There's 
nothing about tattooing | don’t like.” 
Henderson has always enjoyed drawing, in fact 
seven of his nine tattoos are his own design. “You 
don't have to be an accomplished artist to be a tattoo 
artist, you just have to be committed.” Henderson 
said. 
His own tattoos are only the tip of the iceberg. 
“T've been into tattoos since I was a sophomore in 
high school,” Henderson said. “I was always drawing 
on my friends.” 
Henderson got his first tattoo of a tribal on the 
back of his arm at 18, when he was a senior in high 
school. 
Henderson describes his first tattoo as “a tribal” 
because of its influence and resemblance to tribal 
cultures. “It doesn’t have any meaning, I just drew 
it-and thought it was tight,” Henderson said. He 
currently has three “tribal” tattoos. 
Used by tribes, clans, and different ethnicities, 
tattoos are thought to be nearly as old as humankind. 
The earliest evidence of tattoos dates back to 4,000 B.C., of 
a man presétved in a glacier between Italy and Austria. He 
had a tattoo of a cross behind his knee and lines above his 
kidney. Tattoos were thought to be religious, magical, and 
in the case of the man found in the glacier, therapeutic. 
The pain of the needle is not an issue for Henderson. “If 
anything, it gets addicting,” he said. “You look forward to 
it almost.” 
Burgess has been practicing 
the art of tattooing for 15 
years. He worked mostly 
in the San Diego area, and 
after a brief stint in Las 
Vegas, moved his trade to 
friends.” 
  







in the spring of 2004, Henderson went there all the time. 
“I got a tattoo [of a sun on my left knee] from him and 
then I just bugged him and hung out there every day until 
I got the job,” Henderson said. 
“Matt, has the art skills and the dedication—that's why 
I chose him,” said Burgess, who has had two apprentices in 
previous cities already. “It's hard to say yet how he's doing 
because he's so new, but he's 
dedicated. I hope he stays here 
for a long time, but it can be 
hard to keep them close.” 
“I already have a style | 
like,” Henderson said. “I take 
the less-is-more approach to 
Matt Henderson 
Tattoo apprentice, Arcata resident 
Humboldt County to be 
with family. : 
They met during a party at Henderson's home in Eureka. 
“It was the first party he came to after moving to Eureka,” 
flenderson said. “He told me he was a tattoo artist and I 
was like, ‘Yeah Andtheh he safd he was opening a tattoo 
or and I was like, “Yeah!” 
After‘Burgess and his friends opened up Ink Addiction 
e- 
: tattoos—I like real thick lines. 
You have to learn the basics before you can do the more 
complicated stuff. There's always time to learn that stuff 
later” 
His only concern about his new career is not making 
it, and he hopes to be tattooing for years to come. He also 
hopes to someday travel to Europe and do a little tattooing 
there. “I hear it’s really easy to get a job there, and that 
a 
Re ota 
Photos and design by Tyson Ritter 
there's more tattooing too,” he said. 
The most difficult aspect of learning the essentials is 
getting used to the heavy the tattooing machine. “It’s the 
hardest thing I've had to overcome,” Henderson said. “It’s 
nothing like using a pen or pencil.” 
Henderson has plans for his tattoo collection to grow 
dramatically with a 3/4 sleeve (a tattoo that wraps around 
three quarters of the circumference of his forearm) and a 
tattoo that runs from his lower back, over his butt to below 
his knee. He doesn’t yet know what they'll be of. He also has 
a few friends lined up to get his first tattoo. “They're free 
when I start,’ Henderson said. “They'll be pretty simple” 
Henderson has already given himself a small simple 
skull and crossbones tattoo on his thigh three weeks ago. 
“Before I started I was really nervous, but as I got into it I 
calmed down,’ Henderson said. “If tattoos are simple they 
can be fixed later” 
Henderson said tattooing himself hurts less than 
having someone else put the needle to his skin. “I could 
concentrate more on fading the paint away, drawing and 
doing what I was doing,” Henderson said. 
Tyson Ritter can be reached at tcr7?@humboldt.edu 
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Tara Apperson—Copy Chief 
So I’ve been told this column makes people 
want to go out and eat hamburgers. I don’t want you 
to indulge in beef products because of me. If you 
want to eat hamburgers, go ahead by all means. But 
don't do it with this column in mind! 
I have been trying to avoid sounding like some 
self-righteous vegan “hippiecrite,” but if I’m making 
you go out and eat hamburgers, you're going to have 
to hear the things you don’t want to. That's right, 
this week, even though I don’t care if you choose to 
eat meat, I’m going to do the best I can to make you 
want to go get some (GMO-free) tofu instead. 
What you are about to be presented with are 
cold hard facts. 
For starters, I want you to pick your brain and 
try hard to remember the phrase “Got Milk?” I’m 
sure if anyone looked at a magazine or flipped on 
a T.V. in the last 10 years, you will be able to recall 
the advertisements that used celebrities to endorse 
milk via the use of a milk mustache. Well, these are 
government sponsored. They were administered by 
the Department of Food and Agriculture. Check for 
yourself, it's on the Got Milk? Web site. 
How about the “Beef, it’s what's for dinner com- 
mercials,” or the “Pork, the other white meat,” ad- 
vertisements. Remember those? Yep, you guessed 
it—they are both supported and overseen by the 
U.S. Department of Agriculture. Don’t believe me? 
Check www.beefitswhatsfordinner.com, or theo- 
therwhitemeat.com. Seriously. 
Stop for a minute and ask yourself, if the gov- 
ernment wants you to drink milk, and eat meat so 
badly, is it really going to emphasize the negative 
possibilities? Heck, when have you not known the 
federal government to hide the truth when there is 
money to be made? 
Even so, the Federal Drug Administration has 
some less-than-appetizing descriptions of meat. 
For example, (and you can check for yourself 
at www. fda.gov) the term “meat food product” 
means any product capable of use as human food 
which is made wholly or in part from any meat or 
other portion of the carcass of any cattle, sheep, 
swine or goats, excepting products which contain 
meat or other portions of such carcasses only in a 
relatively small proportion or historically have not 
been considered by consumers as products of the 
meat food industry. 
Mmm yum, I'll bet you're heading to McDon- 
alds right now aren't ya! 
How about this one: The term “prepared” means 
slaughtered, canned, salted, rendered, boned, cut 
up or otherwise manufactured or processed. Just 
imagine these “processes” in detail. I'd also like to   





mention that this includes “cattle, sheep, swine, 
goats, horses, mules and other equines.” These are 
the facts, my friends. The FDA says so. 
In his book “Fast Food Nation: The Dark Side 
of the All-American Meal,” (published in 2001), in- 
vestigative journalist Eric Schlosser presents the 
public with many disturbing, true facts. His book 
received praise across the board, including The New 
York Times and ABC. 
Schlosser’s research brought up a few inter- 
esting points. For instance, “Today eight chicken 
manufacturers control 2/3 of the market in the U.S. 
They control prices and how chickens are raised.” Or 
“Hundreds of local slaughterhouses used to supply 
the United States with beef; today 13 large slaugh 
terhouses supply most of the nation’s beef” 
I'm telling you, it’s all a big scam! 
This one is my favorite. Schlosser found that 
because hamburgers are now made in large facto- 
ries “a typical fast food hamburger has dozens or 
hundreds of strips of beef from different cattle, in 
different regions blended together. So, if you have 
one sick cow in the batch, then the risk of getting 
sick is greater.” 
Also, in the past, “The meat packing lines in 
Chicago handled about 50 cows per hour. This in- 
creased to about 175 in the newest plants 20 years 
ago. Without changes in the plants, today they han- 
dle 400 cows/hour and worker injuries are com- 
mon.” So if 400 cows are being handled an hour, 
imagine the rush, and the little mistakes that can 
be made...Like I said before, I could care less if you 
go chomp on one hundred cows packed into a pat- 
ty, but all I have to is enjoy your burgers kids! I'll be 
just fine without mine. 
Tara Apperson can be reached at 
tmapp2@hotmail.com 
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Not in Brazil, Mexico 
ae eee 
As a result of agriculture, 
manufacturing and packaging-- 
commercial tobacco production her 
MEN meteelolticlace global deforestation. 
One-third of ALL tobacco smoked in 
the U.S. is imported from lesser- 
developed countries. 
CHOICE   
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~Environmental science senior~ 
Why HSU? © ; 
“I wanted to get away from my parents.” 
! What do you do for fun? 
“Listen to music.” 
‘What do you like about Humboldt? 
ee ature and birds.” 
What don't you 3 about Humboldt? 
: oe “Pot.” 
What is different here than your home country? | 
“Everything is larger—people, soft drinks and 
cars. 
student? 
“The language barrier.’ 
  
Tun 
Your own room ! 
» Pay as little as $345 per 
month including utilities 
» Get free internet access & 
use our computer lab 
: » Stay close to HSU, the 
Plaza and on the bus line 
455 Union Street 822-1909   




    
  
Why HSU? ee 
“Because I’m a math major and I found out there's 
a good math program here.” 
What do you do for fun? 
“Go to the beach, the mall, walk around campus.” 
What do you like about Humboldt? 
“Everybody knows everyone.” ' 
What don't you like about Humboldt? 
“Arcata is a small town and I miss the fast food 
and chain stores.” 
What do you miss most from home? 
“The food and big-city style” 
  
 
     - Tomoya Fajita, W flapan mene 
  
z | - ~Fisheries junior~ 
“Why HSU? 
“Because fishery was popular in Humboldt, and I 
wanted to enjoy fishing.” 
How long have Jur been in the U.S. (HSU)? 
ears 
What do you miss the most from home? 
“My girlfriend, friends, and family” — 
What do you like about Humboldt? 
| Sigmar gers at STARS.” 
What don’t you like about Humboldt? 
“The rain” 
What is the difference between HSU and uni- 
-_-versities in your home country? 
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Captured great white on display 
Monterey Bay Aquarium scientists exhibit and study young shark 
Joseph Freeman 
Science Editor 
An infant white shark de- 
voured a salmon at its new home 
in a Monterey Bay Aquarium 
tank Sept. 14, becoming the first 
white shark to accept food in cap- 
tivity outside of the ocean. Since 
no white shark has lived in captiv- 
ity longer than 16 days, aquarium 
scientists are closely monitoring 
the shark’s habits. 
After 15 days, the female great 
white, which is the only one in 
the world currently in captivity, 
seems to be acclimating nicely to 
its tank, Monterey Bay Aquarium 
Curator Christina Slager said. All 
previous attempts to hold white 
sharks in captivity have failed be- 
cause the sharks refused to eat 
and either died or were released. 
“She [the shark] is doing re- 
ally well,” Slager, who is a marine 
biologist, said. She added that 
the shark is on a regular eating 
schedule and some of the abra- 
sions it received during her cap- 
ture are healing. 
“We're hoping to keep her in 
the tank as long as she’s comfort- 
able,” Slager said adding that once 
the shark starts to show signs of 
being uncomfortable, such as 
rubbing the side of the tank, sci- 
entists will release it. 
The shark is still small, only 4 
feet 4 inches. An adult great white 
usually reaches lengths of 16 feet, 
weighing as much as 3 tons. Most 
of the other fish in the exhibit, in- 
cluding a 300-pound bluefin tuna, 
are larger than the shark. 
The year-old shark, which was 
unintentionally caught in the net 
of a commercial halibut fisher- 
Jessica Cejyar 
Staff writer 
A common eider may not be 
a big deal, if seen in AY chilly 
waters of the Hudson Bay. But 
when this large black-capped 
diving duck made an appear- 
ance at Crescent City’s Batte 
Point Lighthouse on Jul. 7, 2 
birders from all over flocked to 
see it, some from as far away as 
San Diego. 
Ornithologist Rob Hewitt 











conducts endangered wildlife 
and plant surveys for the grav- 
el and timber industries and the 
US. Forest Service. Rare birds, 
Hewitt said, are migrating birds 
not native to the area that find 
their way here by mistake. A   
  
The common eider was spotted in 
the waters near Crescent City in July. 
Birders of a feather 
flock Y ether 
rare bird might appear, stay for a 
few weeks and never come back. 
Others might keep coming back 
r after year. 
A spotted owl, an example of 
an endangered bird, is not rare, 
at least pat in Humboldt Coun- 
ty. 
“The ones you quest for,’ 
Hewitt said, “ e ones lost in 
migration.” 
ge senior 
Steve Tucker, an ornjthologist 
and avid birder,  
rare bir 
Photo courtesy of www.spaceforspecies.ca juve- 
niles that 
may have 
lost their way due to chahging 
weather patterns. 
These lost birds or vagrants | 42% 
are what Hewitt calls mega ral nu 
ties, or “trophy birds.” Ope suc. 
= 
  
man on Aug. 20 near Or- 
ange County, will help sci- 
entists understand the 
nature of the predator. 
White sharks are con- 
sidered threatened species 
in various areas around the 
world, including in the wa- 
ters off the coast of Califor- 
nia. 
Because of its ellusive 
nature, scientists cannot 
say how many great whites 
swim the oceans. However 
all believe the numbers are 
very low, Slager said. 
Since scientists know lit- 
tle about white sharks in 
general, aquarium staffers 
will initially observe the 
shark as she settles into her new 
environment, Slager said. 
Scientists are now watching 
her eating habits and will monitor 
her growth. 
After her capture the shark was 
held in a four million gallon pen 
in the ocean off the Malibu coast 
for one month while aquarium 
scientists worked with the shark 
to get her used to captivity. Since 
the shark was difficult to monitor 
in the ocean pen she was moved 
to the aquarium. 
“It is a lot easier to observe the 
shark in the tank,” Slager said. “A 
lot of times we couldn't even see 
her in the pen.” 
The shark would not be a threat 
Fe caprtités shark is on ee 
and weighs 62 pounds. The great white 
rk c an grow to * 6 a and J tons. 
see BIRDERS, pg. 28}
he) at Oy 
    
  
_*eenee 
Photo Courtesy of Monterey Bay Aquarium 
The female shark at Monterey Bay is housed in a tank with 
marine animals hundreds of pounds larger than it. 
to the other marine animals, Slag- 
ger said. Sharks have often been 
penned with other animals and 
have not caused a problem since 
they are fed regularly. 
“If we keep her fed well, 
chances “are she won't eat her 
tank-mates,” Slager said. But if 
the shark started attacking other 
animals, or scientists thought it 
would benefit from being in the 
ocean, they would release it. 
Scientists hope with a better 
understanding of the white shark 
they will be able to protect it, said 
Slager. 
This shark—which has not 
been given a name—will play an 
integral part in the aquarium’s 
multi-year white shark study. The 
study, which started in 2002, seeks 
te discover the biology of sharks 
and whether it is possible to keep 
one captive. 
The aquarium has conducted 
tagging of white sharks for the 
past two years and has found that 
juvenile white sharks tend to re- 
main in coastal waters. The aquar- 
ium is slowly learning more about 
the mysterous animal. 
The shark is on display with 
other marine animals in the 
aquarium’s Outer Bay exhibit and 
can be seen on the aquarium’s 
Web page via the live shark cam 
from 7 a.m. to 7 p.m. The shark 
cam can be viewed at www.mon- 
tereybayaquarium.org. 
 
Joseph Freeman can be 
reached at jcf29@humboidt. . 
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Essencial t } 
e Advanced Skin Care 
eCouples Massage 
¢ Reiki Jin Kei Do 
eAromatherapy 
eSpa Treatments 
e Therapeutic Deep Tissue 
STUDENT AND SENIOR DISCOUNTS 
825-7655 
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Protected lion feasts on 
endangered sheep in film 
Director Frank Green to speak at Wildlife Summit 
Sayaka Rifu 
Online/Calendar Editor 
High up in the Sierra Ne- 
vada, bighorn sheep and 
mountain lions are struggling 
to coexist while humans con- 
template on how to play God. 
Director Frank Green took 
12 years to film the animals 
in their habitat and com- 
piled a 60-minute documen- 
tary, “Counting Sheep.” The 
film will be shown this Sat- 
urday during the Humboldt 
Wilderness and Wild Rivers 
Summit in the Kate Buchan- 
an Room. 
“If anyone is not dazzled 
by the film I'll give them their 
money back,” said Green who 
will be available for discus- 
sion after the film which be- 
gins at 7 p.m. 
Green, who previous- 
ly filmed nature documentaries 
about the forests and forestry in 
Humboldt, said he was intrigued 
by the uniqueness of the strug- 
were threatened 
has received positive responses at 
previous showings in Reno, Nev., 
and San Francisco and is the win- 
ner of the Wildlife Film of the 
Photo courtesy of Frank Green 
Sierra Nevada bighorn sheep featured in “Counting Sheep” 
the mountain lion. 
Green said that the most amaz- 
ing thing for students and com- 
munity is that this is the first time 
they will see Sierra Nevada wild 
bighorn sheep because 
gle between two gov- 
ernment-protected 
animals. Mountain li- 
ons need the sheep to 
fill their stomachs, but 
the number of bighorn 
sheep was declining be- 
“If anyone is not dazzled by the film 
I’ll give them their money back.” 
Frank Green 
“Counting Sheep” director 
they were never captured 
on film before. 
He said because of 
the low numbers of the 
bighorn there would be 
times when they wouldn't 
 
cause of that. At one 
point there were only about 100 
bighorn sheep, said Green. 
The mountain lion is protect- 
ed by the California because hu- 
mans killed the mountain lions in 
droves, Green said. But the 
bighorn received federal 
protection, which trumped 
the state protection of the 
predator. 
“I just want to inspire,” 
he said, adding that when 
people ‘open the newspa- 
pers all they see are disap- 
pointing stories. “I think 
people just crave inspira- 
tion” 
Geography and wildlife 
senior David Scott, who 
helped organize the sum- 
mit, wrote in an e-mail in- 
terview that the film was 
chosen because Green's 
Hos .,. State-protected mountains lions fed on 
ony ee = federally protected bighorn sheep. 
wildlife management sce- 
nario that anyone in the natural 
sciences will appreciate.” 
Humboldt County is one of 
the first audiences to see the film, 
which came out this January. It 
, a as : ee#na% LL Ge & 
Year Award at the Lone Pine Film 
Festival. 
Scott wrote that he is expecting 
to see many natural science stu- 
dents as well as political science 
even turn on the camera 
for a week. 
“That's why it took 12 years [to 
shoot the film],” said Green. 
Scott wrote that the film points 
out some of the political contro- 
versy that all graduates will 
eventually have to deal with. 
Green said there are advo- 
cates on each side who would 
normally fight together for 
the overall protection of ani- 
mals, but were at odds on this 
issue. 
-“A large part of the film 
had to do with the [hu- 
man] characters, as much as 
it is about sheep and moun- 
tain lions,” Steve Torres, the 
California Fish and Games 
mountain lion expert, said. 
“It’s a neat mixture of conser- 
vation methods and different 
Photo courtesy of Frank Green dedications of people. 
and film students at the show- 
ing. The organizers of the sum- 
mit tried their best to reach out to 
community members as well, he 
noted. 
Torres said the film gen- 
erated interest throughout 
California which led the state 
to fund the monitoring pro- 
gram of the Sierra Nevada moun- 
tain lions. 







trophy bird Hewitt would like to 
see makg its way to Humboldt 
County is a cerplgan warbler. 
While th ua blue song- 
bir ake their home on the 
East Goast, Hewitt said they are 
kno mre tropical migrants 
b they migrate south of the 
US. bord@ in the winter. 
foregthe advent of Internet 
ant}e-mail, Hewitt said birders 
to let eath other know of a rare ed ae a oe os ‘ee 
bird in the area. Although Inter- 
d e-fnail are valuable tools 
for a birdgé bird festivals, such 
Argata’s Godwit Days in April, 
help..gfeate public appreciation 
for what Heftt calls “an expres- 
sion of the wander ture.” 
Birding is also e social- 
ly. What m it so exciting for 
Hewitt is nse of anticipation 
and the hunt. He said that com- 
pared to other mee tdoor ities, 
such as moun tn climbi bird- 
ing is a leisurely, but effective way 
of getting people out intdgrature. 
“People climb a mountain be- 
cause it’s there, Hewitt said. “We 
chase a bird becausp it might not 
be there” ‘ Tee NOR ae ES wo Sitch ith ict Nl shied Hitcatinsisnlsiaisch 
Hewitt'is teaching a rare bird eae "| PATTY AINVITES YOUTOALME 
class, which is offered through ; Ss 4 er ee 
Center Adiivities, on Oct. 19 and ; 3 i = AA, 2. <7) hy x | lon 
24. The price is $30 for HSU stu- '@ ie? AS oa 
denté-and $35 for non-students. an a r * A DAtwhRa. po eh ps to apace, a scenes of humor, 
The price, includes a field trip to ae : maak Renee ee oe Seer en ener ec or ananee Poe 
sites fa by rare birds in the re ae age» ¥ SCTOB! eS eke ilmenties at ste 
pag Forfore information con- eet be 0 Lot ~r 
tact Rob Hewitt at (707) 422- Mas FAI IDAY ( ‘SON THE. 
register contact Center rE 
  
  
"ATTEND THE ANNUAL LEADERSHIP CONFERENCE WITH ITS THEME OF BATTLING OPPRESSION THROUGH VARIOUS MEANS 
OF SOCIAL CHANGE AND YOU'LL GET TO ATTEND A PANEL DISCUSSION WITH BOOTS RILEY OF THE COUP. INFO: 826-6012 
[HE NORTH MISSISSIPPI/ALE STARS 
& THE DIRTY DOZEN BRASS|BAND} 
Halloween cra 
ee pW ee   
JUST ADDED! 
& mY mane 





The Art of Henna 
Goodwin Forum (NHE), HSU 
6 p.m., $29 ($24 w/ HSU ID) 
Learn the ancient tradition of henna 
body art. Also meets on Oct. 27 and 
Dec. 4. Call 826-3357 to register. 
Level Anchorage 
wi Joy Wants Eternity 
The Placebo, 
1611 Peninsula Drive, Manila 
7 p.m., $4 
A local singer-songwriter and an 
instrumental-rock band from Seattle. 
John Prine 
Van Duzer Theatre, HSU 
8 p.m., $45 ($35 w/ HSU ID) 
A performance by a Grammy-Award 
winner presented by CenterArts. 
Jimi Jeff & the Gypsy Band 
Rumours, 
415 5th St., Eureka 
8:30 p.m., free (21+) 
A free jam session. 
Bring your own axe and jam. 
Hal L 
Biue Lake Casino, 
777 Casino Way, Blue Lake 
9 p.m., free 
Free live DJ music. 
Salsa and Merengue 
wi Ramon Reynoso 
Mazzotti's, 
773 8th St., Arcata 
9:30 p.m., $4 (21+) 
Latin dance DJ and salsa. 
“The Basketmaker” 
Gist Hall Theater, HSU 
8 p.m., $6 (free w/ HSU ID) 
A public non-staged reading by 
David M. Baughan. 
Thursday | 30 
Mathematics Colloquium 
Siemens Hall 128, HSU 
4 p.m., free 
Pre-colloquium tea at Library 56 at 
3:30 p.m. “What Natural Numbers 
Must Be” by HSU Philosophy 
Professor Jim Derden. 
Vox: Voice for Planned 
Parenthood Weekly Meeting 
The Depot, HSU 
6 p.m., free 
Meets every Thursday. 
Queer Student Union Weekly 
Meeting 
Multicultural Center, HSU 
7 p.m., free 
Meets every Thursday. 
Origins: Early Revolutions 
and Possibilities of Alien Life   
“Girl Science” 
Gist Hall Theater, HSU 
8 p.m., $6 (free w/ HSU ID) 
’Astaged reading by Larry Loebell. 
“On the Golden Pond” 
Ferndale Repertory Theatre, 
447 Main St., Ferndale 
8 p.m., $10 (Preview-show price) 
A humorous, touching story of love 
written in 1970s. Call 786-5483 for 
details. Also on Oct. 1 and 2. 
American Starlett 
wi Wandering Souls 
Six Rivers Brewery, 
1300 Central Ave. McK. 
9 p.m., $5 (21+) 
Americana-folk music. 
Sunshine Fix, Shaking Hands 
wi Saturday Looks Good To Me 
Eureka Veterans Hall, 
10th and H St., Eureka 
9:30 p.m., free (21+) 
Alternative-rock performance. 
Eric Levy's Love Lounge 
Rumours, 
415 5th St., Eureka 
9:30 p.m., $12 ($10 adv., 21+) 
With Allen Hertz and Garrett Sayers. 
Midnite 
Mazzotti’s, 
773 8th St., Arcata 
10 p.m., $22 ($20 adv., 21+) 
Roots Reggae from St. Croix. 
Friday | 01 
Free Friday Biology Talk: 
Geography of Neotropic Trees 
Natural Resources 101, HSU 
noon, free 
Presented by David Hammond, a 
plant ecologist from Beaverton, Ore. 
Herbalism Class 
CCAT, HSU 
2 p.m., free 
Eligible for 1-unit credit. Goes on to 
Nov. 5. Call 826-3551 for details. 
Robert Earl Keen 
wi Kulica & Kaydi Johnson 
Eureka Theatre, 
612 F St., Eureka 
6 p.m., $25 ($35 ist 10 rows) 
Country-folk and Texas troubadour. 
Book of Maps w/ Obscura 
The Placebo, 
1611 Peninsula Drive, Manila 
7 p.m., $4 + annual $2 membership 
A music performance. 
Funky Autumn 
8 p.m., $8 ($5 adv.) 
An evening of art, music and 
dance. Also on Oct. 2. Directions 
will be available on the day of the 
event. Call 826-9567 for details. 
Jimi Jeff & the Gypsy Band 
Humboldt Brewery, 
856 10th St., Arcata 
8:30 p.m., free (21+) 
R&B, Funk, rock and soul tunes. 
Stanley Ross 
Rumours, 
415 Sth St., Eureka 
9:30 p.m., $3 (21+) 
Rock singer-songwriter from   Chicago. 
Sister Carol 
Six Rivers Brewery, 
1300 Central Ave. McK. 
9 p.m., $15 
A reggae musician known as the 
“Black Cinderella” and “Mother 
Culture.” 
Saturday | 02 
Redwood Rampage Bike Race 
Arcata Community Forest 
8:30 a.m., $20 ($15 collegiate 
members) 
Races start every 5 minutes after 10 
a.m. Continues to Oct.3. Register at 
least 15 minutes before each race. 
For more information, go to: 
www.humboldt.edu/~bike/ 
ae: wn 
Solar Homes Tour 
Marsh Commons, 
43 South G St., Arcata 
9 a.m., $15 per group 
($10 preregistration & members) 
A self-guided tour of local residential 
applications of solar electricity. Call 
825-9532 for details. 
Fatherhood Workshop 
Humboldt County Office of Edu., 
901 Myrtle Ave., Eureka 
9:30 a.m., free 
Acontinental breakfast and lunch 
will be provided. Call 445-1195 to 
reserve a spot. 
Arts Alivel: 
Libby Yee & Elaine Grosso 
Consider the Alternatives, 
300 2nd St., Eureka 
10 a.m., free 
Acollection of Chinese-inspired ink 
and brush paintings. The exhibit 
continues till Oct. 30. 
Foiled Stained Glass 
The Giass Works, 
324 South G St., Arcata 
10 a.m., $110 ($105 w/ HSU ID) 
A two-day workshop to learn how 
to make a foiled stained glass. Call 
826-3357 for a list of materials. 
Fun-filled Fall Festival 
Sequoia Park, 
Glatt and W St!, Eureka 
11 a.m., free 
Games, cakewalk, a raffle, music, 
and a BBQ provided by Making 
Headway. Call 442-7688 for details. 
Humboldt Wilderness and 
Wild Rivers Summit 
Kate Buchanan Room, HSU 
11 a.m., $16 ($10 w/ HSU ID) 
Hosted by HSU Wilderness Club. 
Films will show from & p.m. to 10:30 
p.m. Workshops and presentations 
are free. Call 845-5802 for details. 
Geography and the Common 
Compass Class 
Redwood Park 
1 p.m., $10 ($8 members) 
($7 children 8-15, $6 members) 
Presented by the Na ural History 
Museum. Bring a compass and a 
watch. Be prepared for a long walk. 
Call 826-4479 for details. 
Colorful pastel drawings by local artists will decorate the 
Arcata Plaza sidewalks on Saturday, Oct. 2. 
Arts Alive!: Don DaVinci 
Linen Closet, 
127 F St., Eureka 
6 p.m., tips 
Solo acoustic guitar instrumentals 
in non-standard tunings. 
Victor Barnes 
Rumours, 
415 Sth St., Eureka 
9 p.m., $5 (21+) 
Insurgent bluegrass performance. 
Kulica wi Kaydi Johnson 
Mazzotti's, 
773 8th St., Arcata 
10 p.m., $5 (21+) 
Latin dance DJ and salsa. 
Late Drop wi The Real DT’s 
The Alibi, 
744 9th St., Arcata 
10:30 p.m., $3 (21+) 
Arcata marine punk and Fortuna 
punk rock. 
John 
Fulkerson Hall, HSU 
8 p.m., $15 ($7 students/seniors) 
A faculty guest artist piano concert 
by HSU Music Dept. Cail 
826-3531 for details. 
Sunday | 03 
Master Piano Class 
Fulkerson Recital Hall, HSU 
10 a.m., free 
A faculty player John Perry will host 
a workshop. 
Shamanic Journeying: An 
introduction to Shamanic 
Practice 
Goodwin Forum (NHE), HSU 
10 a.m., $66 ($60 w/ HSU ID) 
Experience the philosophy and 
methods used by Shamans around 
the world. Call 826-3357 for details. 
The Eureka Heritage Society’s 
Historical Home Tour 
noon, $20 ($8 students, $18 
members) 
Directions of this self-guided tour 
are printed on the tickets. Call 442- 
8937 for details.   
Tango Workshop 
Christ Episcopal Church, 
15th and H St., Eureka 
Solo:1-2:30 p.m. 
Pair: 3-4:30 p.m. 
$18/$30 both ($15/$25 members) 
Begginning Tango: 7-8 p.m., 
Dance: 8-11 p.m. 
$5 ($4 members) 
Presented by Humboldt tango. 
Call 445-2655 for details. 
Bill Maher 
Van Duzer Theatre, HSU 
8 p.m., $35 ($25 w/ HSU ID) 
One of the most politically astute 
humorists presented by CenterArts. 
Second After w/ Croatan 
The Alibi, 
744 9th St., Arcata 
10:30 p.m., $3 (21+) 
Local modern-rock band and noisy 
punk band from Ohio. 
Victor Barnes 
Six Rivers Brewery, 
1300 Central Ave. McK. 
8 p.m., $3 
Insurgent bluegrass performance. 
Monday | 04 
HSU Men's Soccer 
vs. Menlo College 
Soccer Field, HSU 
2 p.m., free 
Call 826-3631 for more information. 
Tuesday | 05 
RAQ 
Bayside Grange, 
2297 Jacoby Creek Road, Arcata 
8 p.m., $8 ($6 adv.) 
A four-piece jam band from Ohio. 
Presented by HumVote.org. 
Three Shallows 
wi N. Lannon 
The Placebo, 
1611 Peninsula Drive, Manila 
7 p.m., $4 + annual $2 membership 
A music performance with members 
of Ral Partha.   To see your event listed in this calendar, e-mail the date, time, price, location and a short description of the event to thejack@humboidt.edu, or call (707) 826-3271 by 5 p.m., Friday prior to the event. Publication is not guaranteed.  
    




    
HumBoats BOATING 
CENTER Sail, Row, 
Kayak, Canoe. Water Taxi 
Tours of Humboldt Bay 





per hour or day. 
For your healing/ 
movement/creative arts 
classes. 1175 sq. ft. 
hdwd floors, by HSU/ 




AA ON HSU CAMPUS 
Fridays & Sundays 7-8 pm 
Saturdays 11am - noon 
SBSB 405 707.442.0711 
AL-ANON IN ARCATA 
Tuesdays (ACA) 7-8 pm 
Thursdays 7:30-8:30 pm 
Arcata Methodist Bldg 









(60 hour) and 
intermediate (30 hour) 
Classes starting in 
late October. Jodie 
Ellis CMT & Instructor, 
extensive training in 
Thailand. 
707.840.9250 
PLACE A CLASSIFIED AD 
IN THE LUMBERJACK 
CALL 826-3259 
LOW-FEECOUNSELING 
FOR HSU STUDENTS 
Treatment available for 
anxiety, depression, and 
PTSD. Office located 
above Moonrise Herbs 
on the Square. Teri 
Callaghan, MFT 
707.498.3927 
USED BOOKS, NEW 
POSTERS, affordable 
prices. Hendrix, Marley, 
Doors, Grateful Dead, 
Beatles, Simpsons, 
Spongebob, many 
others. Some _ used 
textbooks. Jack's books. 
Booth 17. 
MAGICCARDS, LARGEST 
SELECTION of older and 
new decks and booster 
packs in Humboldt 
County. Sports Cards 
Plus. Booth 33. Flea Mart 
by the Bay, 1200 W. Del 
Norte, Eureka 
MATH TUTOR’ - 
Fractions to Calculus 
- HSu_— engineering 
graduate with 6 years 
tutoring experience - 
having trouble - let me 
help - Rocky Drill 
707.822.5140 
THE LUMBERJACK 
is seeking a 
Student Advertising 
Representative. 
Candidate should have 
excellent people and 
communication _ skills, 
experience a plus. Must 
be enrolled in at least 
6 credits at Humboldt 
State. Hours are flexible, 
but Fridays/Mondays/ 
Tuesdays are busiest. 
Please call Sarah at 
826.3259 or stop by 
office in Nelson Hall 










   
    
  
   
  
   
...NeW, Wed guitars, banjos, 
mandolins, violins, plus an 
enormous selection of books, 
electronics, videos, strings, | 
percussion, and accessories... 
    
 
   
   
  NEED TO SELL 1027 1 St. Arcata, (A, 822-6264 
SOME GOODS? en a SS 
PLACE A CLASSIFIED AD 
IN THE LUMBERJACK 
CALL 826-3259 
       
         
     
 
        
  
SsQuatch i ol een 
4IX RWERS BREN EE 
The Brew with a View, ¢ NEL Footsall Too. McKinleyville 
a   
  
   
  
   





    
          




YES, Breakfast in Makineyvilie! 
TER LAT. 
“a * THdw vevee 
(NS ey) = ISSO” 
heer WISE SIS SION ns 
TRAINS always happy KOur ee Penna POLAR ' Hs
Enquiry So 
Daily Mass at 7 a.m. 
Retreats 
Friday Night Dinners 
Social Activities 
shitietie aad ae mt to Study Area 
eS IV ECE Soe eat aE Fellowship= 
Heraire - a pe Tem Cae -y 2 
oo 
ula 
 
